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ALEX VAN HALEN's
DRUM KIT ENTERS HALL OF FAME

credits
Editor/Concept/Design:
Renato Müller

Alex’s iconic 1980 world tour kit is now on display at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame museum in Cleveland featuring
his beloved Paiste 2002 series cymbals and of course a 40" Symphonic Gong. This kit was used on more than 100
shows during Van Halen’s 1980 World Invasion Tour in support of the Women and Children First album.
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Van Halen burst on the rock scene in 1978 like a larger-than-life, hard rocking, non-stop party, and channeled that
energy into a seminal debut. Ostensibly, the band had two frontmen: leonine lead vocalist David Lee Roth and
volcanic guitarist Edward Van Halen. Both possessed the charisma and talent to be the focal point of a solid rock
band, but together, they created an undeniable dynamic that quickly captivated legions of loyal fans. Anchoring the
unit was the powerhouse rhythm section of bassist Michael Anthony and drummer Alex Van Halen, Eddie's brother.
By the time Van Halen arrived in the studio to record their debut, they had honed their skills honestly, playing
nightclubs, parties and high school gymnasiums across Southern California. It was during those formative years of
touring that the band learned the value of showmanship and how to win audiences all over the world.
As Van Halen grew in popularity, the production quality of their stage show followed suit as an increasingly
flamboyant rock and roll spectacle. Alex Van Halen used the drum kit not only as a percussion instrument, but also
as a visual art form. Working with various drum manufacturers, Alex custom designed enormous and elaborate drum
kits that reflected the group’s musical sensibility and provided Alex the platform to shine.
Alex's current cymbal set consists of: 20" 2002 Medium, 19" 2002 Crash, 15" 2002 Sound Edge Hi-Hat, 20" 2002 Crash, 24" Giant
Beat Ride, 24" 2002 Big Ride «The Reverend Al's», 20" 2002 Medium, 20" 2002 China, 22" 2002 Crash, 40" Symphonic Gong
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where it all started
110 years ago
In 1901 Michail Toomas Paiste, a composer and musician, whose father had come from Estonia to serve in the Tsarist Guard,
founds a publishing business and music store in St. Petersburg. The operation, which also includes modest instrument
manufacturing and repair facilities, flourishes for many years until the upheavals of the Russian Revolution force its closing in 1916.
Back in 1997 Toomas Paiste was on a mission in St. Petersburg - research the roots of the family owned business and locate the
original Paiste store & workshop. After some investigations and conversations with residents he finally found the building, where
it all started, in Nevsky Prospect. Unbelievably and to Toomas' surprise, he discovered a music store, selling mostly sheet music,
that appeared to have been active throughout the soviet period.

Now 110 years later, Kelly Paiste returns to St. Petersburg and celebrates the foundation of the Paiste
saga with local Paiste Artists in front of the music store.

sHIMMERING
BEAST
INSTALLATION
WITH 60 ALPHAS
In the course of “Rock The Casbah” at the “Istituto Svizzero di
Roma” Swiss drummer & sound artist Nicolas Field presented the
sound installation “Shimmering Beast”.

It consists of a 16 ½ by 20 foot large triangle,
formed by 60 Paiste Alpha Brilliant cymbals.
The cymbals were set up horizontally to reflect diverse light
sources. This massive and visually stunning collection of Alpha
cymbals slightly touched each other producing a shimmering
sound paired with an extremely low frequency that vibrated the
podium in which the stands rested on.

Jason McGerr’s
Twenty Custom Collections
survive stage collapse
On July 17th at the Ottawa Bluesfest in Ottawa, Ontario Canada, the main stage collapsed due to
sudden high winds and Death Cab for Cutie were near the stage when the collapse occurred.
Jason’s drum kit and his coveted Twenty Custom Collection cymbals were directly under the stage
when it collapsed. Jason elaborates on the stage collapse:

«We lost several guitars and amps that were either crushed or subject to rain while a
week long investigation was being conducted. My drums however found a perfect
little pocket between the lights and truss and remained under cover of the roof
tarp during that week outside. They were virtually unscathed.»

From left to right: Nikolay Lysov (Pilot), Kelly Paiste, Sergey Kivin (Animal Jazz), Meelis Kasepalu (Paiste), Daniil Svetlov
(Amatory), Alexander Salcev (Independent)

paiste supports
afghanistan's first
rock music festival
Live rock returned to Afghanistan in 2011 after three long
decades as young men and women cheered and leapt into the
air to the sound of heavy bass beats and punk rock.
Bands from Australia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Afghanistan served up a sixhour musical feast of blues, indie, electronica and death metal to hundreds of
fans, many of whom had never seen live music before.
Sound Central was something new in a deeply conservative Muslim country
where music was banned under the austere Taliban regime. Even now music
shops are attacked in some cities and musicians taunted for their clothes or hair.
To view video type:
“Ottawa Bluesfest
Stage Collapsing
Down” on YouTube
4
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paiste artists
greeting from 2011 covers
From South America to Europe, 2011 was a huge success in press features of Paiste Artist cover stories throughout the
world. To receive a copy of a particular issue, please contact the specific magazine of your choice.
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new artist
signings
welcome to the Paiste family
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Pepe andrade (ec)
# papa chango

Francis Arnaud (Fr)
# Charles aznavour

Marcel Bach (de)
# Electric noise project

Sergey Balalaev (ua)
# sunsay

feudor lokshin (ru)
# julia volkova

pan de long (cn)
# nickris brothers

dirk loots (be)
# arsenal

maximilian marschk (de)
# kraftklub

Oliver beck (de)
# motorjesus

borislav boyadzhiev (bg)
# independent

Reuben bradley (nz)
# independent

esra buchli (ch)
# 77 bombay street

zac mayfield (us)
# oh' sleeper

michael michalkow (ca)
# independent

john moen (us)
# the decemberists

captain ben wales
morgan (uk)
# patrick wolf

richard colburn (Uk)
# belle and sebastian

Nicolas courret (fr)
# eiffel

kevin crabb (us)
# kevin crabb quintet

christian forer (de)
# frei.wild

risto niinkosi (fi)
# tartu mikinn!

jermaine parrish (us)
# t-pain

nick pierce (us)
# unearth

yamil rezc (mx)
# zoé

dmitry frolov (ru)
# melnitsa

paco garcia (es)
# independent

hubert gasiul (pl)
# wilki

rodrigo guardiola (mx)
# zoé

john sherman (us)
# red fang

jon shiffman (us)
# steel train

banai szilard (hu)
# djabe

fernanda terra (br)
# nervosa

kenneth kapstad (no)
# motorpsycho

chris kimmerer (us)
# steel magnolia

johan koleberg (se)
# therion

chad lee (us)
# the silent comedy

chris tyrrell (us)
# lady antebellum

dino verdade (br)
# trioficial

alicia warrington (us)
# the dollyrots

sean winchester (us)
# everclear
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Brian Tichy (us)
# whitesnake

Frank Beard (us)
# zz top

«After witnessing the amount of dedication and care that goes into creating
a Paiste cymbal, it has become quite difficult to actually 'hit' them! Really
though! Paiste cymbals, and especially my favorites, the 2002s, are true,
beautiful works of art that happen to also sound like symphonic waves of
glistening brilliance!
I was so impressed with the whole concept of taking a slab of metal
and putting it through the "Paiste process", which isn't something to be
taken lightly. Some of the "cymbal-smiths" have been there for decades
upon decades and have the art down to a science. You could sense the
obvious pride that everyone in the factory has, knowing they are creating
the best cymbals in the world. At the end of the tour, I was given a chance
to hammer my own cymbal and get a true first hand idea of what it really
takes. Well, it wasn't easy!

sam fogarino (us)
# interpol
«There was something remarkable … Almost beyond
my own words, that I felt (and still feel), when I walked
through the entry way of the Paiste Factory - I was
entering into a space where science, art, craftsmanship,
conspire to make the instruments of my trade, and my
childhood dreams... What an experience!»

All in all, it was a treat and it didn't hurt the overall vibe that Notwil is a little
bit off the path. You travel an hour outside Zurich to this quaint, quiet little
town on a lake and you feel as though everyone there knows that this is the
home of the mighty Paiste cymbals! Crash and ride on!»

DAve Lombardo (us)
# slayer

«I think this was my 3rd time
to the factory. I’m always
impressed by the employees.
They take pride in their work.
I have an appreciation for the
craftsmanship necessary to
produce these cymbals. I tried
to make one and it's not an easy
job. When I hold a cymbal I know
it's made with the same quality
as the ones my drum heroes
used. I love the PAISTE family
and employees.»

Like Kids
In A Candy Store
Factory Tours with Paiste Artists are always a highlight. For us, it is a treat because we are proud to show them how
much effort is put into making each and every cymbal. For our endorsees, they enjoy visiting Notwill so they can
watch how their beloved musical instruments are handmade, step by step. Here is what some of our respectable
guests think about their stay at Paiste in Switzerland.

Paul leim (us)
# Nashville sessions
«I had not been to the factory since the 90's. Wow, I was 'again' amazed
at the amount of intensive time that goes into each and every cymbal
produced. From the raw materials that have to meet very specific
criteria, to the heating, pressing, hammering, re-hand hammering,
lathing, stamping, coating and finally testing. All Paiste cymbals are
truly 'hand-crafted' instruments. It makes me proud, to work with such a
family of professional craftsmen for so many years.»

ron tutt (us)
# neil diamond, elvis presley
«The first visit to the Paiste Factory was many years ago soon after I joined the
Paiste Team of endorsees in the early 80's. I was very impressed back then but
my recent visit renewed my amazement of the many steps and procedures gone
thru in order to insure the very highest quality of craftsmanship, sound quality,
and consistency. As if all this was not impressive enough, the final step really
blew me away: EACH and EVERY cymbal made, regardless of size or model,
goes thru a final listening test, which the tester compares the newly made
cymbal to the ORIGINAL MASTER MODEL, which further insures the level of
consistency that Paiste is known for. I very much enjoyed an attempt at hand
hammering but quickly realized not to give up my drumming gigs! THESE GUYS
GOT SKILLS!»
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nigel glockler (uk)
# saxon
«I always love to visit Paiste whenever we play in Switzerland
and personally meet and thank the guys on the factory floor who
create these wonderful cymbals. I almost feel guilty about hitting
them - the cymbals I mean!!!! And going into the showroom
makes me feel like a kid in a candy store - all those bright, shiny
goodies lined up in front of me!»
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CYMBAL OVERVIEW

CYMBAL APPLICATION GUIDE
Our cymbal application guide is a classification system that serves as a guideline in
selecting a particular Paiste cymbal for any specific style of music that drummers
or percussionists play. Whether you play Hard Rock or Jazz, our guide will help you
select the ideal Paiste cymbal for you. MORE INFO ON THE LAST TWO PAGES 74-75.

NEW SOUNDS

PAGE 22

PST 8 SERIES

ALPHA BOOMER SERIES

PAGE 14

PAGE 16

PAGE 21

PAGE 24

 Acoustic
Low Volume

 Modern Amplified
Higher Volume

 Traditional
Medium Volume

 Modern Amplified
Extreme Volume

 Modern Amplified  Modern Amplified
Medium Volume
Electronic

PAGE 30

PAGE 32

PAGE 38

PAGE 20
PAGE 46

PAGE 44

PAGE 14

PAGE 60

PAGE 54

PAGE 30
PAGE 44

ADDITIONAL MODELS
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NEW

CAJON
CYMBALS

FACTS
Since: 2012
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

PST 8 cymbals are crafted from the legendary 2002
bronze, refined through traditional hand hammering and
perfected with the unique handmade Reflector finish.
These hallmarks of Swiss workmanship make the PST 8
cymbals pure Paiste instruments, yet they are as
attractively priced as the other successful Paiste Sound
Technology series.

Applications: All volume settings • Live and casual
recording • Entire range of music styles
Sound: Bright, clean, full, focused, cutting and
energetic with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition.

RIDE

 Medium Ride 20"
 Rock Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

 Medium Crash 16"/18"
 Rock Crash 16"/17"/18"

Matthias philipzen (dE)
# cajon master
«The Cajon Hats and Crash are
the perfect tonal add-on for my
cajon: optimal balance, subtle, but
never intrusive. Now I can mimic a
complete drum kit with little effort.»

HI-HAT

 Medium Hats 14"
 Rock Hats 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH

 Thin Splash 10"
 Rock Splash 10"

CHINA

 China 16"
 Rock China 18"

CAJON
martin verdonk (NL)
# session percussionist
«The Paiste Cajon Cymbal Set
makes the cajon player the best
drummer!»

www. Pa i s t e. c o m

 Cajon Hats 12"
 Cajon Crash 16"

SETS

Rock Effects Pack (10/18)
Rock Set (14/16/20)
Universal Set (14/16/20)
Cajon Set (12/16)
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Nicko McBrain’s
«Boomers» join Alpha
Since Nicko McBrain joined the British top metal band Iron Maiden
almost 30 years ago, he has been respected worldwide as one of
most celebrated and influential rock drummers. His long
standing loyalty and dedication moved Paiste to
honor Nicko with a special «Boomer» edition
of the successful Alpha series, which
will satisfy not only die-hard Nicko
fans. The Boomer cymbals sound
concept is clearly defined: Rock,
Hard Rock and classic Heavy
Metal.

«If sound was a color
these cymbals would be
a supercharged rainbow.
Hit ‘em, hear ‘em and
feel the joy!»

FACTS
BOOMER SET

Since: 2012
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

14" Boomer Hats
18" Boomer Crash
22" Boomer Ride

Applications: Medium to loud settings • Live and
recording • Rock, Hard Rock, Classic Rock, Heavy Metal

includes Free
12" Boomer Splash

Sound: Bright, crisp, energetic, powerful, and cutting
with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition.

RIDE

 Boomer Ride 22"

CRASH

 Boomer Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT

 Boomer Hats 14"

SPLASH

 Boomer Splash 12"

CHINA

 Boomer China 18"

16
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Interview by Rich Mangicaro

nicko mcbrain
METALLIC LOYALTY
In this crazy fly-by-night world we live in, where rickety decisions are
made and jobs are outsourced against the best interest of anyone
except the CEOs, it’s difficult to find true allegiance…to anything.
In our close knit drumming community, we often hear about certain
players we admire who change their association with instrument
manufacturers and sometimes, right when we’ve just decided to
play what they play! Doah! Not the case with Iron Maiden’s driving
force - Nicko McBrain. Perhaps one of our industry's best models of
a loyal and committed (some think he should be!) endorsee, Nicko
has been with Paiste for over 40 years. He truly loves and cherishes
his cymbals and feels the same way about the people behind them.
He’s an endorsee for ALL the right reasons. And it’s mutual. Paiste
has greatly enjoyed the fruits of their relationship with Nicko, as he
remains one of their highest profile artists.
Being one of most influential Rock drummers in history, Nicko’s
turned on countless other players to the Swiss company’s beautiful
instruments. To this day, their relationship breeds creativity and just
recently, a new line of cymbals was the result of their interaction.
Paiste’s new Alpha Boomer Series embodies the best of the drummer
and manufacturer’s ideas – a bright, energetic and powerful sound
with a cool, exciting look, at an accessible price tag. Sense of humor
not included, but encouraged!
Nicko, this love affair with Paiste started many years
ago…I believe you officially became an endorsee in
1980. How were you first introduced
to the company?

		
		

Originally, in 1974 I was in a band called
“Streetwalkers” and I began using them back
then. When I was playing with both
Pat Travers and another band called Trust,
Paiste’s Drummer Service rep
approached me. I think I first received
their #2 deal, where the cymbals
remained the property of Paiste, but I was
able to use them. When I joined Iron
Maiden in the early 80’s, my deal changed
to fit that gig.

Well, first and foremost, it’s not just their supreme sound
quality, but also their incredible attention to quality control and
consistency. Once you fall in love with a cymbal, no matter where
you are in the world, you can find another one with that same
sound and quality. They’ve mastered the art of reproduction
and this is a crucial tool for the touring musician. They take
just as much pride with the aftercare of the cymbals as they do
making them. I’ve always been passionate about these cymbals.
Getting to know the family, not just the name behind them, but
the entire Paiste staff has been very rewarding to me. I’m very
fortunate to play with a well-known band and they take wonderful
care of me...however, they take care of all their artists this way,
regardless of how famous. Just amazing attention to detail, this
company has. Needless to say, my love for the Paiste family goes
way beyond the cymbal itself. It’s not really loyalty to
me…it’s in my blood. I am Paiste.
Nicko, here we are in 2012 and now Paiste features
their Alpha Boomer cymbals, inspired by you. Tell
us how this idea came to be?
Well, the first idea of placing the Iron Maiden font on the cymbal
came years ago with some custom cymbals they were making
me…I believe they were in the Dimensions line. But last year,
Kelly Paiste came out on tour with us in Australia…I was using
the Signature Reflector Series at the time and we discussed
that it’d be nice to create a line of cymbals using our band’s
logo design and offer a more accessible price, so the fans of
Iron Maiden could easily obtain them. Erik Paiste had the idea
to create crashes in the Alpha line, with two different looks and
sound, and asked me to choose which one I liked. The one I
chose is what they’re featuring now and I immediately loved
them…they were stunning, not only to look at, but sounded
phenomenal. I’ve always loved that alloy and at this price point,
they’re more accessible to a wider range of folks. I’m just so
proud and humbled to have been asked to be a part of this new
series.

cymbal set (left to right)

All cymbals carry the Paiste/Maiden logo on the bottom
and blue labels.

What were your first cymbals?

cLOSE-UP
Birthday: June 5th, 1952
Hometown: Boca Raton, Florida / London
Playing Since: 11 years old
First Drumkit: Broadway John Grey 3-piece
First Paiste Cymbals: Seven Sound Set
Heroes: Ringo Starr, Charlie Watts, Keith
Moon, John Bonham, Clint Eastwood, Sr. Nick
Faldo, Gary Player
Hobbies: Golfing
Fav Movie: The Outlaw Josey Wales
Fav Food: Seafood, Crispy Crème Donuts!
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The first ones were Paiste’s Seven Sound Set.
Next, I got a full set of 2002s and when I joined
Maiden, I added a 40" Symphonic Gong and a Sound
Creation 22" Bell Ride, which was given to me
by Maiden’s former drummer, Clive Burr. That Bell Ride
was the inspiration for a big bell ride that Paiste later
introduced in the 2002 line. I remember at a NAMM show one year,
when you had a 20" and 22" of that new ride and I was chasing you,
«I wanna hear it – lemme have a listen!»
I remember! Your love for their instruments is well
known and you endorse the company for all the right
reasons. This type of loyalty is rare these days, Nicko.
Tell us your side of this long-standing relationship?

15"
19"
16"
20"
14"
13"
22"
17"
20"
22"
20"
40"

Signature «Reflector» Heavy Full Crash*
Signature «Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
Signature «Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
Signature «Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
Signature «Reflector» Heavy Hi-Hat*
Formula 602 Heavy Bell*
Signature «Reflector» Bell Ride
RUDE Crash/Ride
Signature Crash*
Signature «Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
Signature «Reflector» Heavy China*
Symphonic Gong Custom Finish

* Custom/Prototype

www. Pa i s t e. c o m • Q u a l i t y C r a f t e d C y m ba l s
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every cymbal a
masterpiece

twenty masters
collection

Experience them to
find your own

Steve jordan (us)
# The Verbs, John Mayer

The Twenty Masters Collection is an assemblage of exquisite
and laboriously hand-manufactured cymbals made of CuSn20
bronze to achieve superior sound ideals in various musical
genres. The now twelve ride models integrate the experience
of the decades long art of cymbal
making with the inspirations
of international top
drummers.

Jim Keltner (us)
# studio great

Ndugu Chancler
«ROSIE is the ride cymbal that gives my
sound the mellow sound along with the
power of the groove. You can play sweet
and pretty, or strong and powerfull while
remaining clear.»

Nathaniel townsley (us)
# alejandro sanz

22" Crisp Ride «Rosie»
The 22" Crisp Ride was created in
collaboration with Ndugu Chancler,
whose decades of session work is highly
respected worldwide. His recordings
include work with Weather Report,
Santana, Herbie Hancock, Lionel Richie
and one of the most recognizable drum
grooves on Michael Jackson’s legendary
«Billy Jean».
The Crisp Ride joins the eclectic series of
Artist Inspiration cymbals. In comparison
to the «Dark» cymbals in the Twenty
Masters Collection the basic sound
color of the Crisp Ride is brighter, while
retaining the richness and warmth of
the CuSn20 bronze. It is named for
the lucent, crispy stick definition over
a smooth, controllable wash. The bell
sound is clear but discreet and pleasant.

FACTS
Since: 2011
Alloy: CuSn20, also known as «Traditional Bronze»
Applications: Low to loud settings • Live and
recording • Jazz, Blues, R&B, Funk, Pop and Country
chaun d. horton (us)
# natasha bedingfield

RIDE

In honor of his mother, Ndugu Chancler
named the cymbal «Rosie», and it carries
an illustration of a rose in the artwork
below the bell.
chad wackerman (us)
# James taylor, allan holdsworth
20

Sound: Warm, full, rich, deep, broad. A wide variety of
sound concepts from dark to bright, dry to sustaining,
pronounced to washy, smooth to strong. Each cymbal
has its very own sound character that has to be
experienced.
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Medium Ride 20"/21"
Crisp Ride 22" NEW
Dark Ride 20"/22"
Dark Crash Ride 20"
Dark Crisp Ride 20"/22"
Dark Dry Ride 20"/21"
Sweet Ride 20"
Deep Ride 24"
21

the quest for musical
excellence

signature «Traditionals»
& «Dark energy»

Forged from a proprietary bronze developed specifically for cymbals,
handcrafted from start to finish by highly skilled Swiss craftsmen,
conceived and executed according to uncompromising sound
concepts, Signature Cymbals are instruments of unsurpassed
quality for the discerning drummer’s quest for personal
creativity and musical excellence.

FACTS
SIGNATURE «traditionals»

Vintage Sound for Jazz, Fusion & Beyond

«traditionals»
medium light hi-hat
Dark, dry, woody. Fairly wide range,
complex mix. Soft, responsive feel.
Full, warm, open sound. Loose,
soggy chick sound.

tobias ralph (us)
# adrian belew
«Dark Energys are amazing! You get great stick definition
when playing them quietly, yet when you lay into them they
explode but they don't overpower. They get out of the way
quickly. They are the perfect cymbal for any music. Paiste
does it every time!»

«dark energy» ride MK I
A fusion of darkness, energy, projection and
brilliance. Woody, silvery, spanky ping over
crunchy, thriving wash.

Since: 1996
Alloy: Proprietary Signature Bronze
Applications: Soft to medium loud settings • Live
and recording • Classic to modern Jazz, Blues, Swing,
Big Band, Country, Funk, Reggae, R&B and Soul as well
as Pop and moderate Rock • Also excellently suited
for acoustic and vocal-oriented music and Percussive
playing with sticks, mallets, or hands • Very well suited
for classical applications and swelling accents
Sound: Dark, broad, complex, warm, smoky, oriental
and sparkling with special emphasis on volume control,
dynamics and stick feel.

RIDE

 Light Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"

HI-HAT

 Medium Light Hi-Hat 14"

rené Creemers & wim de vries (nl)
# drumbassadors
«Signature 'Dark Energy' cymbals give us exactly, what we
need to play our own sound. No matter whether we use
them in different bands or with the Drumbassadors, they
always do what we want.»

CHINA

 Medium Light Swish 20"/22"

SIGNATURE «dark energy»

Modern Sound for Jazz, Fusion & Beyond
Since: 2004
Alloy: Proprietary Signature Bronze

«dark energy» crash mk I
Dark body, full frequency spectrum, brilliant
highs. Immediate, sensitive response,
strong attack, controllable spread, even,
layered fade. This crash combines silky,
soft qualities with energy and projection for
an incredibly versatile application range.
Also extremely well suited as suspended
cymbals and for mallet rolls.

Applications: Soft to medium loud settings • Live and
recording • Jazz, Swing, Blues, Latin, R&B, Pop, Country,
moderate Rock • Also excellently suitable for acoustic
music and classical settings and mallet rolls
Sound: Dark, multi-layered, warm, crisp and rich with
special emphasis on control, projection, balance and
comfort for supreme playing feel.

RIDE

«traditionals» Light ride
Dark, low, slightly trashy, sparkling. Loose
frequency range, complex mix. Soft, buttery
feel, very responsive and controllable. Great
for supporting ride patterns with quick
crash accents.

curt bisquera (us)
# sarah mclachlan, bisquera brothers
«The Signature 'Traditionals' series NEVER disappoints! It's
got all the warm tones of old with new technology to back
it up. Pure craftsmanship and musicality...a must for your
quiver of cymbals!»

 Light Dark Ride MK I 21"
 Dark Energy Ride MK I 20"/21"/22"
 Dark Energy Ride MK II 20"/21"/22"

CRASH

 Dark Energy Crash MK I 16"/17"/18"/19"

HI-HAT

 Light Dark Hats MK I 14"
 Dark Energy Hats MK I 13"/14"

SPLASH

 Dark Energy Splash MK I 8"/10"
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Supreme Sound
for Musical Excellence

signature
& signature «reflector»

FACTS

signature thin china
Fairly trashy, bright attack, low
wash. Explosive response,
fast fade. Size range allows
everything from quick accents
to complex ride playing.

tico torres (us)
# bon Jovi
«I have been so happy with all Signature cymbals and
Paiste was more then kind to invent a cymbal especially
for my uses…as I use them in the studio and live. Besides
their look, which is fantastic, the continuity of sound
generated with the Signature Power models has always
been essential with my sound.»

signature fast crash
Medium bright, silvery, warm, full, transparent.
Fairly narrow range, clean mix. Extremely
responsive, fades fast with beautiful, dark
shimmer. Suited for fast playing.

Since: 1989 & 2004
Alloy: Proprietary Signature Bronze
Applications: Most volume settings • Live and
recording • Wide range of music styles such as Pop,
Rock, Hard Rock, Heavy Metal, Funk, R&B, Classic,
Avant-garde, Big Band, Country, Blues and Gospel
Sound: Musical, transparent, beautiful, rich, colorful,
full, clear, expressive sound. The range of models
features everything from particularly delicate, well
balanced and sensitive to expressive, potent and
powerful and projective qualities.

SIGNATURE
RIDE

 Dry Crisp Ride 20"
 Full Ride 20"
 Dry Heavy Ride 21"
 Blue Bell Ride 22"

CRASH

mikkey dee (sE)
# motörhead
«I have been playing the Signature Series since the start of
the Signature history. To me, the Signature cymbal stands
for the most crisp and clear sound and durability than any
other cymbal on the market. Whatever kind of music that
you are playing, this cymbal will be number one, for sure.»

 Mellow Crash 16"/18"
 Fast Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"
 Full Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT

 Medium Hi-Hat 14"
 Dark Crisp Hi-Hat 13"/14"
 Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SPLASH

«REFLECTOR» HEAVY FULL
hi-hat

 Splash 6"/8"/10"/12"

Fairly dirty, full, cutting, rich. Very
responsive feel. Full, barking and piercing,
yet somewhat cushy open sound. Tight and
rough chick sound. A very balanced hi-hat
with a healthy dose of dirt and a note of
darkness, featuring enhanced power for
players that require a consistently strong
pair of hi-hats.

CHINA

 Thin China 16"/18"
 Heavy China 18"

SPECIAL SOUNDS

 Flanger Bell 12"
 Mega Cup Chime 13"
 Cool Bell 8"

SIGNATURE «REFLECTOR»
Signature full ride
Medium bright, full, rich. Wide range,
balanced mix. Even response with
clear, silvery stick sound supported
by full wash. Very musical, general
purpose ride with big sound.
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scott travis (us)
# judas priest
«The Paiste Signatures work for me on many levels
because it was the first cymbal I found that had the bright,
richness of a great sounding cymbal, yet had the power
& cutability suitable for a hard rock situation. You know,
classy sounding enough to take to a Beverly Hills dinner
party, yet loud & powerful enough to play in the arenas of
the world.»

RIDE

 Reflector Bell Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

 Reflector Full Crash 16"/18"
 Reflector Heavy Full Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22"

HI-HAT

 Reflector Heavy Full Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH

 Reflector Splash 8"/10"
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Interview by Rich Mangicaro
Photo by Robert Downs
& Rynne Stump

So, you guys are back in writing mode right now?
Yes…Justin, Adam & I are working on some stuff and Maynard will
join us in another month or so, once he finishes up with his ‘other
band’. We’d like to get in the studio by May or June and hopefully get
our new record done by the fall…we’ll see how things go. Right now,
we’re throwing riffs around and seeing what feels good. So far, it’s
turning out to be a bit more on the heavier side…Adam is really rockin’
out, so it’s exciting.
With playing the odd-meter, polyrhythmic stuff you
guys do, how do you work that stuff out?
With our odd-time changes, I try to work out the patterns with different
limbs and see what makes sense musically around the kit. I’ll work on
7 against 4…stuff like that and see what fits within the composition.
There are times when I don’t even know what time signature it’s in…
it’s more about feeling the phrases. I’ll work out groupings of 2s and
3s, feel the pulse and then internalize it and I just feel freer over the
top of it. Doing it this way, I can be more a part of the melody and
harmony of the song and not just the timekeeper.
What about your band Volto? How’s that going?
Yeah, great…we just got finished tracking and we’re mixing it now with
the same guy who mixed the last Tool record. It’s kind of like old 70’s
fusion, ala Billy Cobham or Jeff Beck. We’re really excited about it.
You’ve been using the Signature series for a long time. I
know you have some real favorites.
Some of the first cymbals you gave me, I’m still using. My sound
edge hi-hats are killin’ and my ride is still the same 22" Dry Heavy. It’s
gotten better with age and I love how dry it sounds now. It has a great
ping and the articulation always comes through nicely with it.

With other projects and recordings you work on, do
you change your setup depending?
I pretty much stick with my same setup…I might swap out different
sizes of Signature crashes, some 20s, etc. I also like the Dark Energys
and for me, they have a softer dynamic so that’s a nice color to add
in, amidst my Sigs. For high volume, the Signatures really hold up with
my bashing and really match my drums well.
What other projects have you’ve done lately that come
to mind?
I did a track recently for Skinny Puppy, which was really fun. It was
their “Greater Wrong Of The Right” release. I also filled in briefly for
Tobias Ralph with the Adrian Belew Power Trio and we co-billed with
Tony Levin’s trio. That was really fun! I had to learn 14 tunes really fast,
so it was a good challenge for me.
Didn’t you also share some bills with King Crimson in
the past too?
Yeah, they opened up for Tool some years ago and I got to play a bit
with Pat Mastelotto, which was great. Then, they returned the favor
and asked another band I play with – Pigmy Love Circus, to open for
them. I got to sit in w/Crimson a few times, which was a total dreamcome-true for me, that’s for sure. Since Pat’s a Paiste guy, it was
fun to sit in on his kit. He has a really interesting setup and is a great
sound-source guy.
When you signed with Paiste, only a few years prior
to that, we had introduced the Signature line. So, you
really began using them 20 years ago!
The first time I heard them, I was floored. Such beautiful overtones
and they blend so well with guitars – especially for the stuff I do with
Tool. They cut perfectly and do so with such a musical character. I just
love them.

cLOSE-UP
Birthday: May 10th, 1961
Hometown: Paola, Kansas
Playing Since: 10 years old
First Drumkit: a Blue Sparkle, made-in-Japan kit…
can’t remember brand
First Paiste Cymbals: 16" RUDE Crash/Ride,
2002 Sound Edge Hi-Hats
Heroes: Bill Bruford, Billy Cobham, Tony Williams,
Alan White, Allan Holdsworth, Miles Davis, Herbie
Hancock, John McLaughlin
Hobbies: Basketball, Cycling, Weight-lifting, Vintage
Motorcycles
Fav Movie: The Big Lebowski, Any Alfred Hitchcock,
Werner Herzog films
Fav Food: Thai Food

danny carey

Choosing The Right
Tool For The Gig
When watching a great basketball player like Larry Bird or Michael
Jordan, we see complete, controlled movements. They simply make
it look easy. Thus is the case with Progressive Metal master-drummer
Danny Carey. As he moves in and out of various time signatures, he
flows seamlessly. He plays with total control and as he executes one
of his many challenging fills – you know, the ones we’re all trying to
cop - he does it powerfully and smoothly. After one of his blazing
26

solos, the crowd reacts much the same way. Cheering.
Like in sports, endorsement relationships create awareness of a
brand by promoting the artist in conjunction with the instruments they
use. Choosing the right tool for the job is not only crucial for proper
execution, but also for image. The artist’s reputation is associated
with this decision, so it’s not to be taken lightly. This is the case with
Danny Carey and he takes very seriously what goes out on stage with
him. For 20 years, his cymbal of choice has been the Paiste Signature
Series. And now with Tool heading into the studio to create yet
another masterpiece, Danny’s Signature sound palette will give him
just what he needs to paint the picture.
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cymbal set (left to right)
7.5" 2002 Cup Chime, 8" 2002 Cup Chime, 22" 2002 Novo China, 6" 2002 Accent Cymbal, 8" Signature Bell, 8"/10"
Signature «Dark Energy» Splash Mk I, 18" Signature Full Crash, 13" Signature sound Edge Hi-Hat, 19" Signature
Power Crash, 22" Signature Dry Heavy Ride, 22" Signature Thin China, 20" Signature Power Crash, 11"/18" Noise
Works Dark Buzz China, 40" Symphonic Gong
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Signature sERIES ARTISTS

larry mullen jr. (ie)
# u2
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bela b (de)
# die ÄRZTE

hena habegger (ch)
# gotthard

takashi kashikura (jp)
# toe

Matt Laug (US)
# Vasco Rossi, L.A.
Studios

ricky lawson (us)
# composer

tre balfour (US)
# gladys knight

matt letley (uk)
# status quo

pete magadini (us)
# independent

alexander manyakin (ru)
# kipelov

simon mckay (ca)
# the agonist

pedro barcelo (es)
# independent

miguel morales (es)
# educator

gustavo munoz (mx)
# disidente

nigel olsson (us)
# elton john

gianluca palmieri (it)
# greg howe

ivica bilic (hr)
# thompson

cristian borneo (AR)
# pablo olivares

ANTHONY BURULCICH (us)
# the bravery

dean butterworth (us)
# good charlotte

jimmy paxson (us)
# stevie nicks

kim plainfield (us)
# berklee college / the
collective

oleg pungin (ru)
# mumiy troll

tommi rautiainen (fi)
# independent

mario calire (us)
# ozomatli

stewart copeland (us)
# the police

eric darken (us)
# Nashville studios

john davis (us)
# jessica elbert quintet

john richardson (us)
# gin blossoms

elio rivagli (it)
# claudio baglioni

alexander sapega (by)
# apple tea

terry silverlight (us)
# new york studios
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Formula 602 Series

BACK TO THE ROOTS
NEW

Back in 1959 Paiste launched a series that was destined to
become one of the world's most revered in the history of
cymbal making – Formula 602. The warmth of the traditional
CuSn20 bronze and the superior sound quality are legendary,
and many attempts were made to copy them – to no avail.
Now 602's back for enjoyment.

paperthin 16" | 18"
Warm, silvery, airy with a mystical
touch. Very soft, papery feel. Very
responsive. A graceful crash cymbal
for delicate, sensitive playing with light
sticks, brushes, rods and hands. Well
suited for mallet rolls.

NEW

thin
crash
20"

Shannon forrest (us)
# Nashville studios

Bill bruford (uk)
# earthworks

NEW

alex riel (dk)
# independent

Medium hi-hats 14"
Rich, warm, full, silvery with a
light touch. Soft feel, easy to
control. Lively, responsive and
warm open sound. Full, precise
chick sound. Versatile hi-hat for
medium loud settings, perfectly
suited for studio applications.

Medium RIDE

FACTS
Since: 1959 (reintroduced in 2011)
Alloy: CuSn20, also known as «Traditional Bronze»

susie ibarra (us)
# dave ware

Full, rich, fairly bright, solid.
Controlled and even feel. Very
nice and sparkling stick sound
supported by a breathy layer
of wash. Perfectly balanced. A
dynamic all around cymbal for
many musical styles played at
moderate level.

Applications: Low to medium loud settings •
especially well-suited for recording, live • Jazz, Fusion,
Blues, moderate Pop and Rock, Country, Folk, acoustic
music
Sound: Warm, silvery, mellow, cool, light, fine, precise
and controlled.

RIDE

 Medium Ride 20"
 Medium Flatride 20"

CRASH



HI-HAT

jon hiseman (uk)
# colosseum
30
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Thin Crash 16"/18"/20" NEW
Paperthin 16"/18" NEW
Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
Medium Hi-Hat 14" NEW
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NEW vibrant VOICES

Customized for your sound

twenty Custom
collection

The Twenty Custom Collection is hand crafted for a vast variety of modern musical
settings. The warm and rich «Full» models are developed for a wide range of musical
applications – from R&B rooted music to Rock/Indie oriented genres the «Full»
cymbals cover it all. Designed for higher volume spectrum, the forceful brilliant
«Metal» division provides you with ultimate projection and power embedded in a
warm overal sound. This series is customized for the sound of the future.

METAL china

full hats

Aggressive, explosive, rich, trashy. Heavy yet
comfortable feel. Barking attack paired with an exotic
roaring crash. Strong washy ride. Suitable for loud
musical styles.

dani löble (de)
# helloween
«The Twenty Custom Collection sounds wild,
modern and bright. The Metal Ride really takes
the biscuit: clear ping fortified by a heavy, massive
cymbal sound. A monument of a ride cymbal for all
Rock and (Speed-)Metal freaks!»

Crisp, full, rich, warm, brilliant. Tight and very responsive, giving
feel. Easy to control. Full, meaty open sound. Pronounced, crisp
chick sound. A very dynamic all purpose hi-hat for studio and live
settings.

METAL CRASH
Energetic, warm, cutting, powerful, brilliant. Giving feel with a strong attack. Silvery
highs over a forceful, warm, massive crash sound. Nice, dark fade. Well suited for classic
or modern Rock as well as today's powerful Heavy Metal music.

FACTS

thin splash
Full, warm, airy, snarling, explosive.
Soft feel, very responsive with a quick
exploding, slightly trashy splash character.
A great choice for any type of application in
the studio or in live situations.

Donald Barrett (us)
# colbie caillat
«These cymbals are really awesome. They’re brilliant in
texture & finish. When I lay into the crashes, they can
sound pretty aggressive but they don’t feel aggressive.
Twenty Customs have a nice, shimmery & warm character
to them.»

Since: 2011
Alloy: CuSn20, also known as «Traditional Bronze»
Applications: Soft to extremely loud settings • Live
and recording • Soul, R'n'B, Pop, Indie-Pop, Country,
Latin, Rock, Alternative, Hard Rock and Metal
Sound: Rich, warm, full, deep, bright and extremely
forceful. Cymbals with a complex combination of modern
and vintage character, yet with the projection, balance
and consistent function and quality that is essential for
almost all styles of music.

RIDE

 Full Ride 20"/22"
 Metal Ride 20"/22"

METAL ride
Full, glassy, penetrating, controlled,
shimmering. Fairly wide range, clean mix.
Heavy, yet comfortable feel. Bright ping
over warm, deep, full, fairly dry wash.
The perfect ride cymbal for fairly loud to
massive rock music styles.

CRASH

 Full Crash 16"/18"/20"
 Metal Crash 18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT

chad butler (us)
# switchfoot
«The new Twenty Customs surprised me with clarity.
The Full Crashes are especially brilliant yet fit into our
live mix well.»

 Full Hats 14"
 Metal Hats 14"/15"

SPLASH

 Thin Splash 10"
 Metal Splash 10"

CHINA

 Thin China 18"
 Metal China 18"
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Interview by Andrew Shreve
Photos by Alex Solca

with Toni Braxton around 2006-2007. Adele’s “21”
record is not as aggressive and it’s very natural
and organic sounding so the music requires more
space and tasteful playing. When I go out with
Adele now I use a few Traditionals, Signature and
Twenty Custom Collection cymbals. I use the 22"
Custom Collection Full Ride with both Adele and
Toni because that ride is simply killin’! When I
currently go out with Toni, I use almost all Twenty
Custom Collections.
You were one of our first artists to
use Twenty cymbals when they initially
launched and you continue to proudly
wave the Twenty flag by using the
Custom Collections with Adele and Toni.
What are your thoughts on the Twenty
Custom Collection line?
I’ve seen the growth of the Twenty line. The
previous were good but sometimes they felt a bit
heavy for my taste. The Thins were good but they
were still missing that round tone I was looking for.
The new Twenty Custom Collections have hit the
spot and they’re night and day from the previous. I
think the Custom Collection are in the same class
as the Signature and Traditionals and they’re going
to be a cymbal that everybody should watch out
for. They speak to you and you don’t have to play
them too aggressively. Each model has their own
character but the frequencies don’t bite into each
other and I’m loving that. These new cymbals will
be a household name.

cLOSE-UP
Birthday: October 17th, 1980
Hometown: Freeport, NY
Playing Since: 6 years old
First Drumkit: White Pearl Export Series
First Paiste Cymbal:
10" Dimensions Thin Splash
Heroes:
My father (Reverend Timothy Wright)
Hobbies:
Playing Basketball, watching movies
Fav Movie:
Little Shop of Horrors, Gladiator
Fav Food: Thai

cymbal set
(left to right)

17" Twenty Custom Collection Full
Crash Prototype, 14" Twenty Custom
Collection Full Hats, 18" Twenty
Custom Collection Full Crash,
8" Twenty Custom Collection Thin
Splash Prototype, 10" Twenty Custom
Collection Metal Splash, 22" Twenty
Custom Collection Full Ride,
20" Twenty Custom Collection Full
Crash, 18" Alpha Thin Swiss Crash

derrick wright

making adele &
toni braxton shine
What are the chances of a drummer landing the gig of a lifetime?
Or two? Well, thanks to the pro drumming community and its high
level of competitiveness, I’d say the chances are rather slim. Derrick
Wright happens to be one of those few “gig of a lifetime” drummers.
Perhaps Derrick’s success stems from his strong devotion to faith
and family or perhaps it’s his network of friends that recommended
him for two of the biggest gigs in the music industry. Regardless,
Derrick knows that he is very fortunate and blessed to be given the
opportunity to work with two of the biggest pop stars today, six time
Grammy Award winner, Toni Braxton and eight time Grammy Award
winner British superstar, Adele. For over four years Derrick has been
bouncing back and forth between jobs. He approaches his work
with each star a bit differently but deep down inside, for Derrick, it’s
all about giving the music a strong groove paired with the right feel.
That’s why Toni hires him and that’s why the biggest pop star in the
world hires him.
Derrick, your auditions for Toni and Adele were
quite different from one another. For Toni, you were
chosen for the gig over 70 plus drummers and for
Adele you received a call from Bruce Sterling. «The
call that changed everything» as you call it. Can you
elaborate on that?

34

In 2008, after Toni Braxton’s two and a half year run in Vegas, I got
a call from Bruce. He asked me if I’ve ever heard of Adele and I said
«No, not really». He told me that Adele’s drummer was not coming
over to New York to perform “Chasing Pavements” on Saturday
Night Live. This tune was newly released on her album “19”, and
it was maybe only a couple of weeks old. No one was hip to Adele
or her song at that time. This was the same SNL episode that Vice
Presidential candidate Sarah Palin was on so it had HUGE TV
ratings. The timing was perfect because almost instantly after the
SNL episode, she blew up overnight. We had one rehearsal and then
we played the show. Apparently Adele liked how I handled myself
and how I played her music so she offered me the gig.
Speaking of how you play and approach her music,
Adele’s sound has changed from albums “19” and “21”
as well as your cymbal sound to compliment each
release. And that holds true when you work with Toni,
correct?
Yes it does. The band’s playing on the first tour to support “19” was
more aggressive. Adele preferred the band to be more on top of
the beat and to play more notes. I was using mostly the first Paiste
Twenty cymbals back then. I was also using the original Twenty
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TWENTY CUSTOM COLLECTION ARTISTS
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vinnie amico (us)
# moe

craig blundell (uk)
# clinician / Educator

felix bohnke (de)
# edguy

joey bumpus (us)
# brandy

chris infusino (us)
# new york studios

tim ivanov (ru)
# independent

bobby jarzombek (us)
# sebastian bach

paul leim (us)
# nashville studios

jeff campitelli (US)
# joe satriani

scott crago (US)
# eagles, don henley

larry darrell (us)
# rhonda smith

johnny dee (us)
# doro

jason mcgerr (us)
# death cab for cutie

carlos mcSWAIN (US)
# SNOOP DOGG

jason morris (US)
# crash kings

simone pace (US)
# blonde redhead

thaddeus dixon (us)
# timothy bloom

chris durling (uk)
# scars on 45

pete ellard (uk)
# scouting for girls

ira elliott (Us)
# nada surf

loic pontieux (FR)
# véronique sanson

venko poromanski (bg)
# te

kalyan Pathak (us)
# adnan sami

davide ragazzoni (it)
# angelo branduardi

sam fogarino (us)
# interpol

mel gaynor (uk)
# simple minds

loic gerard (fr)
# ben L'oncle soul

thomas götz (de)
# beatsteaks

kallas reiner (de)
# pohlmann

james rouse (us)
# lauryn hill

steve sinatra (us)
# Hunter hayes

amadeus thompson (us)
# trey songz

jonathan hamilton (uk)
# jessie j

patrik heikinpieti (se)
# mando diao

bernd herrmann (de)
# söhne mannheims

tris imboden (us)
# chicago

ken tondre (us)
# kevin fowler

antonio trapanotto (ar)
# independent

paul walsham (uk)
# hurts

sander zoer (nl)
# delain
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Legendary Sound for
Rock & Beyond

2002 Series

The legendary cymbals that defined the sound of generations
of drummers since the early days of Rock. The present
2002 is built on the foundation of the original classic
cymbals and is expanded by modern sounds for
today’s progressive popular music.

medium
Bright, rich, warm, full. Even, responsive feel.
Multi-purpose cymbals with excellent full
bodied crash and ride functionality.

novo china type
Very bright, slightly trashy, full, exotic. Fast, responsive,
explosive crash, loud, clear defined bell. Very unique,
versatile china for flexible application.

brian tichy (us)
# whitesnake
«There is nothing like a Paiste 2002. 2002s are the best
sounding cymbals ever created. They have everything you
want in a cymbal; beauty, glistening high-ends, a majestic
wash and exquisite spread with a precise attack that cuts
through all styles of music, from classical to heavy metal. When
layered either delicately or aggressively, their sonic "colours"
enhance all other instruments being played with them. »

FACTS
Since: 1971
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»
Applications: Medium soft to very loud settings • Live
and recording • Classic Rock, Blues, Punk, Hard Rock,
Heavy Metal & most Modern Metal styles, Crossover,
Country Rock, Ska, Rockabilly, Funk, R&B, Soul, Gospel
and modern hybrids rooted in those styles

ian paice (UK)
# deep purple
«The longer my career goes on the more I become a
creature of habit regarding the instruments I play. But I also
know when one of those instruments is absolutely perfect.
My Paiste 2002 cymbals have this perfection, and I really
can’t imagine my kit without them.»

 Ride 20"/22"/24"
 Heavy Ride 20"/22"
 Power Ride 20"/22"
 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"
 Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22"/24"
 Medium 16"/18"/20"
 Power Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

Brilliant, warm, full, high pitched.
Fairly heavy feel. Bright, strong,
full open sound. Crisp, full, cutting
chick sound. Versatile hi-hat for
energetic playing. A rock classic.

HI-HAT

 Medium Hi-Hat 14"/15"
 Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
 Wild Hats 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"/15"

ride
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RIDE

CRASH

heavy hi-hat

Warm, full, lively, brilliant. Wide
range, clean mix. Even, balanced feel.
Clear defined ping over full, clear
wash. Versatile general purpose ride.
Extremely classic rock ride sound.

Sound: Brilliant, clear, warm, strong, musical and very
precise with high energy levels and powerfully reliable
projection.

SPLASH

 Splash 8"/10"/11"/12"
 Wild Splash 10"

CHINA
jason sutter (us)
# marilyn manson
«Paiste 2002 cymbals are the foundation on which I build
MY sound. Their clarity and shimmer is like glass but cuts
like a laser when needed.»

 China Type 16"/18"/20"
 Novo China Type 18"/20"
 Wild China 15"/17"/19"

SPECIAL SOUNDS

 Accent Cymbal 4"/6"/8"
 Cup Chime 5"/5.5"/6"/6.5"/7"/7.5"/8"
 Bell Chime 6"
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abe
laboriel jr.

Timeless 2002s &
Classic Grooves Behind Sir Paul

Interview by Rich Mangicaro
Photo by Rob Shanahan
Abe Laboriel Jr. can’t believe that 11 years
have gone by since he first began working
with Paul McCartney. Just when he thinks
he’ll be home for a while, his royal boss
books more dates. And like the groove Abe
lays down, these shows are HUGE. They
just don’t get any bigger. When Abe took
over the drum chair for the beloved music
icon, something magical happened. Abe’s
soulful and powerful drum artistry has
resurrected the classic Beatle beats. He
breathes new life into them. Imagine what
it must have been like to see Ringo live, in
his 20s and you get the picture. When you
see a McCartney show, everyone is brought
back to their youth…back to that cherished
time when the Beatles changed their lives.
Smiles and tears are prevalent throughout
the crowd, whether young or old, rich or poor
and everyone shares in the love that can only
be described one way – Beatlemania.
Abe, your setup is now primarily
2002. Seems very appropriate for the
music you’re playing – tell us about
changing your setup?
When I added the larger diameter 2002s to
my setup, it was like Christmas! They have
the perfect combination of bright and dark,
crispness and a deeper tone…and the ability
for me to dynamically play either quietly
or beat the hell out of ‘em and they follow
me. My thing has always been big sizes,
both drums and cymbals and I feel they can
handle either a light touch or a hard hit. So
right now the kit is super balanced. In fact,
the other night at the Grammys, Dave Grohl
said, «You know man - I listened to you at
sound check and your kit sounds like tape
playback at ½ speed!» That’s exactly it…
the kit has impact and weight, but is very
balanced now.
You know, your description of
how the 2002s work for you and

the range of tonality they have,
reminds me of how John Bonham
played them and the results they
got, on those records. Would you
say this was an influence?
Oh absolutely – without a doubt. His drum
sound is the one that most of us are trying to
attain, especially in the rock world. His snare
backbeat or compressed cymbal sound
is really the result of the way he played…
how he hit the drums and the equipment he
played…not from any production tricks.
It really is incredible when you
think of how many years have
gone by since Bonham did his thing
and still, to this day he remains
the main influence of any rock
drummer. And the 2002s were there
when that sound and ingenuity was
being created. It’s a testament to a
true original sound that’s timeless.
Like Hendrix and the Fender
Stratocaster…Bonham and Paiste.
Definitely, man. There’s nothing like being in
an arena or stadium…or even in a club…the
2002s just speak. They’re the most versatile
cymbal for rock and roll.
So besides your work with
McCartney, you’re also releasing
your first solo album. What’s the
title and the music style?
Yes, very excited about that. I put it under
a band name – “Sprinkle”, which was my
fake i.d. name in college. I played and sang
everything on it and I would say it’s guitar
driven, Alternative-Rock. I’m now figuring
out how to present it and I’ve reserved the
website name sprinkleband.com, but have
yet to launch it. Keep an eye on that URL
and I should have some news on there soon.

cLOSE-UP
Birthday: March 23rd, 1971
Hometown: Boston, MA
Playing Since: 4 years old
First Drumkit: Gift from Jamey Haddad at age 4 – brand unkown
First Paiste Cymbals: Prototype 602 Heavy Ride, given to him by
Alex Acuña (made for Jack DeJohnette)
Heroes: His father - Abe Laboriel Sr, Jeff Porcaro, John Bonham, Jimi
Hendrix, Mario Batali
Hobbies: Cooking, Oenophilia (lover of wine), Farmer’s Markets
Fav Movie: The Cable Guy
Fav Food: Bucatini All’Amatriciana (Pasta with bacon and onions)
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cymbal set (left to right)
15" 2002 Sound Edge Hi-Hat, 22" 2002
Crash, 24" 2002 Ride, 24" 2002 Crash
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JUKKA NEVALAINEN (FI)
# NIGHTWISH

2002 series ARTISTS

Chuck burgi (us)
# billy joel

andrew carlston (us)
# chelsea grin

acacio carvallo (br)
# vougan

mark chipello (us)
# tyrone wells

When thinking of Symphonic Metal, Nightwish instantly comes into your mind as
probably the most successful band in this genre. They have succeeded with the
changeover to lead singer Anette Olzon, although the band’s existence was focused
on previous lead singer Tarja. This points to an intact structure of the musicians, and
Jukka Nevalainen’s life philosophy, «Today I will be even happier than yesterday.» His
positive outlook is an obvious indication that he loves his job as drummer of Nightwish
and yet this passionate runner, doesn’t put himself in the limelight, but proceeds by the
motto «The drum set is no solo instrument.» Jukka’s primary focus is to establish a solid
foundation for Nightwish’s music when writing and executing his drum parts.

Within a short time, Nightwish’s current album “Imaginaerum”, has achieved gold and
platinum status in Germany, Greece, Finland, Switzerland, Slovakia and Poland.

For the recordings Jukka used the entire range, (17" through 20") of his ardently loved
2002 Wild Crashes in the studio. On tour he counts on the cutting ping of the 21"
Signature Dry Heavy Ride as well as the brute power of the 18" RUDE China. To give the
band’s music some additional rhythmic versatility, Jukka uses 14" Signature Medium HiHat and a 13" Signature Sound Edge Hi-Hat. «Sometimes a little accent on the hi-hat in a
beat works wonders» With his 8" Signature Splash and 10" 2002 Wild Splash Jukka adds
additional effects to the variety of grooves and fills in his setup.
michael ehre (de)
# uli jon roth

alex gonzalez (mx)
# mana

thomas holmen (dk)
# infernal

gas Lipstick (fi)
# him

joel maitoza (us)
# 24-7 spyz

sergio masciotra (ar)
# la carga

michael Miley (us)
# rival sons

carl Palmer (UK)
# asia, carl palmer band

sergey prokofiev (ru)
# tarakany

jules radino (us)
# blue oyster cult

vom ritchie (de)
# die toten hosen

phil rudd (nz)
# ac/dc

PATRICK CARNEY (US)
# THE BLACK KEYS
There’s a band consisting of only two members, guitars and drums, which
on the spur of the moment might remind you of The White Stripes. But
The Black Keys have nothing in common with the former chart breakers,
with the exception of their instrumentation and music philosophy. Patrick
Carney is no drum virtuoso, no excellent technician in the common sense,
and maybe not even a tight groove drummer. His style is hard to describe
as Patrick doesn’t give a damn on attributes that we usually apply as
leveling rules for drummers. Instead of that you feel that Patrick perfectly
complements his bandmate Dan Auerbach as they both disregard the
standard virtues of music making.
«We listen to each other, watch each other, and try to be responsive to
one another…that’s it», describes Patrick’s essence of The Black Keys.
Impressed by blues icons Captain Beefheart and Muddy Waters, Carney
cares less about instrumental perfection than about the magical moments
in the direct interaction with Dan. This is the reason why The Black Key’s
albums feature similar spontaneous energy similar to some of the best live
recordings in music history.
Patrick approaches his drum kit set up the same as The Black Keys
minimalistic songwriting and recordings are. Regarding the cymbals, he
limits himself to the 14" Signature Sound Edge Hi-Hat, 18" 2002 Crash,
and 22" 2002 Ride. Currently there seems to be no other band who
generates so much out of so little.

allan tschicaja (dk)
# pretty maids
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franklin vanderbilt (us)
# lenny kravitz

flo weber (De)
# sportfreunde stiller
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salvijus zeimys (lt)
# skyle
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Vintage Rock Sound

GIANT BEAT Series

These venerable cymbals – developed during the
1960’s rapid expansion of popular music – were
faithfully recreated and re-launched by Paiste
in 2005. Giant Beat cymbals offer the big,
warm, brilliant vintage sound that
takes you straight back
to the roots of Rock.

Nick mason (uk)
# pink floyd

Dennis Holt (uS)
# Nashville Studios

NEW

thin 18" | 20"
Fairly dark, warm, breathy. Soft
feel; very responsive. A dynamic,
full and velvety crash cymbal
for a wide range of musical
styles. Also well-suited for mallet
applications.

john fay (ca)
# the tragically hip

hi-hat
Mellow, warm, yet brilliant with a hissing shimmer. Medium range and fairly clean mix.
Warm, light and woody open sound, paired with a well defined, soft chick-sound. A
very classic hi-hat for multi-purpose application in different musical genres.

FACTS
Since: 1967 (reintroduced in 2005)
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»

multi
Mellow, yet cutting and powerful.
Fairly wide range, slightly complex
mix. A distinctive silvery breath
over a big, soft layered wash.
Very responsive and giving feel. A
classic thin crash, perfectly suited
for today's new beat/pop/rock
music.

bobby rondinelli (us)
# the lizards

Applications: Soft to loud settings • Live and
recording • Blues, Rock ’n’ Roll, Beat Music, Rock,
Country
Sound: Bright and warm with a multilayered, full, dark,
glassy splendid presence and a wonderfully loose, lively
and big feel.

crash

 Thin 18"/20" NEW

MULTI

 Giant Beat 18"/20"/24"

HI-HAT
tony «thunder» smith (us)
# lou reed
44

 Hi-Hat 14"/15"
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RUDE Series

THE ORIGINAL PUNK &
METAL SOUND

THIN CRASH
Full, dark, energetic with a brilliant broad
sparkle underneath the overall cutting
character. Very flexible with a wide range
and a fairly complex mix. Responsive,
explosive, shattering attack. Breathy
layers of sound with that distinctive
RUDE attitude.

These definitely different cymbals were inspired by the revolution
of punk and metal during the late 1970s. RUDE continues to be the
leading choice of sound for raw, merciless
and powerful musical energy
in Rock, Metal, and
Punk.

DAVE LOMBARDO (us)
# SLAYER
«The Crash/Rides are the “big daddy” of
the RUDEs! They’re so brutal and they cut
in the loudest musical environment like
Slayer. Want a loud, abrasive, and cutting
cymbal for heavy musical environments? If
so RUDEs are the only way to go.»

SOUND EDGE hi-hat
Very bright, raw, full, energetic.
Heavy, controllable feel. Full, dirty,
loud open sound. Sharp, cutting,
strong chick sound. The sound
edge for heavy players.

AQUILES PRIESTER (BR)
# HANGAR
«I have been playing Paiste for ten years now and I love all
the lines... But if you're looking for durability and classic
sound, there's no doubt that the RUDE series is the best
option for your sound. If as a drummer I have a signature,
for sure the RUDE Thin Crashes are my pen.»

FACTS
Since: 1980
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»
Applications: Medium loud to extremely loud • Live
and recording • Punk, Heavy Metal, Hard Rock, Rock/
Metal Crossover Styles & Derivatives, and contemporary
styles rooted in/or similar to those styles
Sound: Raw, metallic, powerful, lively, sparkling, bright,
icy and energetic with heavy mid-range harmonics and
powerful, cutting characteristics.

RIDE

 Ride/Crash 20"
 Power Ride 20"
 Mega Power Ride 24"

POWER RIDE
Fairly bright, metallic, raw, full,
energetic, cutting. Fairly narrow
range, complex mix. Heavy feel,
strong, loud ping over controlled,
raw, full wash, piercing, loud bell.
For extreme ride playing.
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CRASH

 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Crash/Ride 16"/17"/18"/19"
 Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

ELOY CASAGRANDE (BR)
# SEPULTURA
«In my set up I use the RUDE Thin Crashes. For me they
are essential! In loud and extreme live situations I couldn’t
have better crashes. Their high frequencies cut through the
entire frequency range of the other instruments and you
can also hear them from kilometers away! At the same time
they have a beautiful and rich tone! They have the perfect
mix of power and beauty!»

HI-HAT

 Hi-Hat 14"
 Wild Hats 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH

 Splash 10"

CHINA

 China 18"/20"
 Novo China 18"/20"
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Joey, you started out playing guitar first. What made
you decide to focus more on drumming?
I was playing both when I was very young, but drums just felt more
like my calling. Guitar is more of a writing tool and now, I’m probably
playing more than I ever have. I feel I’m pretty accomplished on both
instruments but for me to keep growing, I’m not there yet. I want to
keep learning…and that’s what inspires me. I just wanna keep writing
songs. And with Slipknot, we’re so inspired by many different styles
and we’re always trying to one-up ourselves. We’re the tightest we’ve
ever been and everyone’s on a high.

joey
jordison
Interview by Rich Mangicaro
Photo by Neil Zlozower/Atlasicons.com

When you have an attitude like that, it never gets
boring. With your cymbals, you’ve had some really
interesting setups and sound choices. You’ve now come
back around to playing the cymbals you started with –
2002 and also Rudes.
Yeah, I wanted to change it up a bit. The 2002s cut so well and I LOVE
the way the RUDEs feel. It’s a win-win situation. I’m mixing in the two
series in my setup and I listen to tones on stage…guitar tones, etc and
decide what works for the music. The other day at rehearsal, I was
playing and I hit the bell of one of my chinas and then told everybody
to shut-up and said, «Listen to that? It just keeps on ringing! That’s
a Paiste cymbal.» For our music, I feel I’m totally covered with these
two series. However, I probably have to blame Paiste for my tinnitus,
‘cause I love hittin’ em so hard!

What about the time you got to play with Metallica?
Tell us how that happened?
We were on the Download Festival tour with them and after our set, I
was gettin’ dressed and our manager walks in and said he needed to
talk to me. I thought, oh shit – what now?! What did we do now? What
did we break? But he asked me if I could help out…Lars had gotten
sick and couldn’t do that night, so they asked me if I knew their songs
and could fill in. Of course I knew all their tunes and 30 minutes later, I
was on stage with Metallica! Just before we went on, the 4 of us were
in a room, jammin’ on some tunes and it was amazing. I was thinking,
«…does it get any better than this? I was just on stage with Slipknot
and now I’m going on stage with them?» Really – where would we be
without Metallica? That was one of my most cherished moments that
came out of nowhere. Like I said earlier though, you can’t let that stuff
go to your head.
So what’s coming up next?
I’ve been in the studio for the last 6 months, working on some new
stuff. We’re leaving in a few days for Australia, to do the “Soundwave”
festival. We’re really excited and just can’t wait to get down there and
destroy!

Ouch! Yeah, they can probably take the beating much
better than our ears can. By the way, Joey…you’ve now
won a Grammy, made the cover of Modern Drummer and
won their Reader’s Poll. Congratulations on these
wonderful achievements!
Thank you, Rich. I’m really overjoyed. With Polls like that, I don’t really
feel there’s a ‘greatest drummer in the world’…I think there are great
drummers everywhere. You can never let that stuff go to your head…
if you do, that’s when it can all go downhill. Modern Drummer had a
major impact on me when I was young…even before I could drive, I
couldn’t wait to go to the mall and get a MD magazine. Thinking back
on that now, it’s a little overwhelming at times. What makes me most
happy is that it was the readers that recognized all my hard work. That
meant the world to me.

Coming Full
Circle…Full-On
Slipknot’s Joey Jordison finishes a rehearsal soaked, like he just got
out of a pool. He plays in practice just as he does live, in front of
thousands – outta the gate like a powerful, thoroughbred racehorse.
Unquestionably the world’s most popular drummer in Metal, Jordison
is literally a monster on drums. Seeing him play is awe-inspiring. Fans
around the globe hail him as a hero, thanking him after shows for
changing their lives. But he’s a guy that keeps this kind of adoration
in perspective. Both a Grammy-winner and Modern Drummer Poll
winner, this Midwesterner remains humble and has major respect for
his influences. He realizes what a gift it is to make his living this way.
He truly lives, eats and breathes music.
Joey Jordison had some very hip parents growin’ up. He had music
all around him…and the good stuff too. The Who, Led Zeppelin,
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Black Sabbath…you know, THE quintessential bands. One time, Joey
recalls when he was very young, his parents were having a party and
playing Sabbath…it immediately intrigued him into listening to the
darker and heavier side of music. Listening to Zeppelin, he heard the
way Bonham mastered the art of laying back on the beat…he loved
John’s feel and groove. Around the same time, he was also getting
into Jazz and studied Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich. He noticed the
similarity between Krupa and Keith Moon and how cool that was. He
watched Buddy Rich’s blazing hand speed and his incredible right
foot chops…relating to that later in life with another single bass drum
master – Nicko McBrain. In Joey’s words, «I’m so impressed with how
Nicko plays all that with one pedal…I love watching him…he just loves
playin’ drums and it shows! It’s inspiring!»
Like McBrain, Bonham and Moon, his first Paiste cymbals were
the black logo 2002s. Now, as the band prepares to embark on yet
another massively successful tour, he returns to his roots and comes
full circle…with RUDEs and 2002s cutting through it all.
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cLOSE-UP
Birthday: April 26th, 1975
Hometown: Des Moines, Iowa
Playing Since: 7 years old
First Drumkit: Black Magic toy
drum set
First Paiste Cymbals: 2002 originals w/black logo
Heroes: Too many to list
Hobbies: Music is IT!
Fav Movie: River’s Edge
Fav Food: Steak ‘n Potatoes,
Mexican, Sushi
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INFERNO (pl)
# BEHEMOTH

RUDE sERIES ARTISTS

Behemoth’s career serves as a model for a drummer whose career has seen constant
advancement in many, many steps. The band’s 2009 album release «Evangelion»
received gold status in Behemoth’s home country Poland and high chart rankings in
various countries. In 1996 Inferno joined the Death Metalists but the band stuggled due
to insufficient equipment and bad label support. Inferno’s lightning-swift blast beats and
his perfect stage performance made him one of the best respected drummers of the
genre, but he stays modest. «There are so many young drummers that play incredibly
fast. I focus more on precision and playing as hard as possible.»

tommy aldridge (us)

matt byrne (us)
# hatebreed

david astor (us)
# pathology

edu cominato (br)
# remove silence

nick barker (uk)
# lock up

dante (uk)
# venom

ivan busic (br)
# dr. sin

diesel (us)
# crossbreed

When Inferno started playing the drums, he listened to Slayer and King Diamond. It’s no
surprise, that he names Dave Lombardo and Mikkey Dee as his biggest influences. But
he also listens attentively to other drummers. «When touring, I’m always trying to see
how other drummers play. Pretty much everything could be inspiration.», says Inferno.
Paiste’s Drummer Service approached him about joining the roster after seeing a
tremendous performance at the Swiss Metalfest, and two years ago he changed his
cymbal setup. «I wanted to try something new, and Paiste is a legendary company. I’m
so happy to be part of the family now.» Most of his cymbals are from the Rude series,
because they give him as he describes «loudness and, even if it’s loud you still get the
attack. I would like to try the 2002s, but am afraid they are too soft for our live shows.
Maybe I will use them for a recording session.»
2012 is an important year for Behemoth who had to pause for a while after vocalist
Nergal was diagnosed with leukemia. «We have a lot of shows scheduled in the US,
several summer festivals, then Russia, South America, Asia and Australia up to end of
November.» His cymbal setup consists of 14" RUDE Wild Hats, 13" Signature Mega Cup
Chime, 20" RUDE Novo China, 18" RUDE Novo China, 18" RUDE Wild Crash, 15" 2002
Wild China, 19" RUDE Wild Crash, 20" RUDE China, 24" RUDE Mega Power Ride, and
17" RUDE Wild Crash.

Charlie Benante (US)
# Anthrax
sir g. (de)
# die apokalyptischen
reiter

hellhammer (no)
# mayhem

andrew holzbaur (us)
# the devastated

horgh (no)
# immortal

peeter Jogioja (ee)
# peeter jogioja drum
show

norman lonhard (de)
# triptykon

john macaluso (us)
# independent

andre marcio (br)
# eminence

cymbal set (left to right)

jay michaelis (us)
# state line empire
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ken schalk (us)
# fuel

andrew tkaczyk (us)
# the ghost inside
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brandon trahan (us)
# inpending doom

13" Signature Dark Crisp Hi-Hat, 16" RUDE Crash/
Ride, 18" 2002 Mega Bell Ride*, 8" Signature
Splash, 18" 2002 Crash, 8" Signature Splash,
10" Signature Splash, 19" RUDE Crash/Ride,
18" RUDE Crash/Ride, 22" Signature Dark Metal
Ride*, 18" 2002 Novo China, 14" 2002 Sound Edge
Hi-Hat, 20" 2002 Novo China
* Custom/Prototype
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ARTIST INSPIRATION CYMBALS

alex van halen (us)
# van halen
Full, silky, powerful, deep. Responsive, soft feel with powerful
attributes. Somewhat papery stick sound with a glassy undertone
over fairly dark and cloudy wash. Very versatile ride cymbal with
good crash-ability for classic rock music applications.

«The Reverend Al’s»
2002 24" Big Ride

sTEWART cOPELAND (us)
# THE POLICE
Dry, slightly dark, raw, melodic. Heavy yet controllable feel. A
clear, glassy ping over a dry and slightly dark, harmonic layer
of wash. Very distinctive, tight and deep bell. Well suited for
all types of musical styles that require clear stick work and a
strong bell.

«The Rhythmatist»
Signature 22" Blue Bell Ride

andé «dédé» ceccarelli (fr)
# french jazz legend
Soft, warm, papery, airy. Very light feel. Silky, sweet stick sound over
smooth airy wash with a touch of brilliance. A perfect ride for jazz
and any jazz related styles of music.

NICKO McBRAIN (uk)
# IRON MAIDEN
Fairly dark, full, controlled, glassy, shimmering. Very comfortable feel
with a clear, full ping over a large, deep harmonic wash. This ride
cymbal is extremely well suited for intricate stick work that calls for a
strong bell in all types of Rock based music.

«The Powerslave»
Signature 22" Reflector Bell Ride
john «jr» robinson (us)
# session great
Full, rich, powerful, energetic. Very controllable and responsive
feel. A clean, glassy stick over a big, deep layered wash with a
touch of darkness. This is a big cymbal for big beats.

«The Signature Groove»
Twenty Masters Collection 24" Deep Ride

«The Eclipse»
RUDE 24" Mega Power Ride
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«The BlueBird»
Twenty Masters Collection 20" Sweet Ride

JOHN DOLMAYAN (us)
# SYSTEM OF A DOWN
Bright, full, warm, deep, somewhat dry, powerful. Heavy
response, very balanced feel. Clear, cutting stick sound over
big, full wash. Extremely loud, cutting ride with an enormous,
big, loud and deep sounding bell.
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ndugu chancler (us)
# session great
Fairly bright, rich, open, warm. Even, controllable feel with quick
response. Crisp, clear stick sound over a rich, warm wash. Allpurpose ride cymbal suitable for a broad range of musical styles.

«Rosie»
Twenty Masters Collection 22" Crisp Ride
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The Smart Choice for
Serious Sound

ALPHA Series

Modern high energy cymbals manufactured using top-notch hi-tech
processes, enhanced by traditional hand hammering, and hand
polished to a mirror perfect finish for unsurpassed quality, first class
sound and musicality.

METAL EDGE hATS

FULL RIDE

Bright, metallic, cutting, roaring, silvery. Strong
feel and extremely quick response. Loud
attacking open sound paired with a super-strong
and powerful piercing chick-sound. Cuts through
any aggressive music in today's metal styles.

MERLIN ETTORE (DE)
# SOLO ARTIST
«Alpha cymbals are the divine child of power
and precision.»

Full, round, bright, warm. Even, balanced feel. A perfect
connection of a clear ping with a supporting shimmering wash. A
well rounded ride cymbal for multi-purpose use in a wide range of
musical applications.

FACTS

METAL SPLASH

MIKE LUCE (US)
# DROWNING POOL
«My Alphas consistently deliver. With both the
attitude and aggression of a RUDE and the musicality
of a 2002... My 18" & 19" Rock Crashes, along with
my 18" Swiss and 14" Sound Edge Hats set the tone
on stage night after night!»

Since: 1991 (completely revamped in 2006 & 2010)
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze, also known as «2002 Bronze»
Applications: All volume settings • Live and recording
• Rock, Metal, Pop, Country, Latin, R&B and general use
in a variety of music styles
Sound: Bright, crisp, energetic, powerful, and cutting
with clarity, warmth, and tonal definition.

Raw, aggressive with a fairly dark
touch. Explosive, wild smashing
mid-range attack, with a roaring and
rebelious decay. Perfectly suited
for complexly layered and louder,
aggressive music styles.

RIDE

 Full Ride 20"
 Groove Ride 21"
 Rock Ride 20"/22"/24"
 Metal Ride 20"

CRASH

 Thin Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"
 Medium Crash 14"/16"/18"
 Rock Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Metal Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"
 Thin Swiss Crash 18"
 Medium Swiss Crash 18"

metal ride
Metallic, strong, focused, dynamic.
Heavy feel combined with a strong,
glassy ping over aggressive, icy wash
with subtle undertones. Perfectly
suited for fast ride patterns at extreme
volumes in metal music settings.

TOMMY PORTIMO (FI)
# SONATA ARCTICA
«I couldn’t imagine going on tour without my
Paiste Alpha cymbals!»

HI-HAT

 Medium Hats 13"/14"
 Rock Hats 14"/15"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
 Metal Edge Hats 14"

SPLASH

 Thin Splash 8"/10"
 Metal Splash 10"/12"

CHINA

 China 14"/16"/18"
 Rock China 18"
54
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Story by Andrew Shreve
Photo by Andrew Stuart

Carlos McSwain (us)
# Snoop Dogg

narada michael walden (us)
# jeff beck

brad dutz (us)
# l.a. studios

love story

alpha swiss crash

mike ambrose (us)
# set your goals

dave lombardo, carlos mcswain, narada m. walden,
brad dutz, mike ambrose
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We can all admit, (and comfortably so) that for the most part
drummers and percussionists are picky and selective on the cymbals
they play. Some of us prefer bright cymbals that are not very large
and some of us gravitate towards cymbals that are ultra-thin and large
enough to cover a bass drum. To some degree we all have different
tastes on cymbal sound.

Heavyweight producer and drummer for Jeff Beck, Narada Michael
Walden says, «My Paiste ‘Swiss Cheese’ cymbal sounds like the
beauty of the rising sun, ringing lightning, and thunder into your life!
A sound not to be missed.» Narada likes this cymbal so much that he
filmed a one minute clip playing his Thin Swiss Crash, (check out his
Artist Profile to view the video on www.paiste.com).

What is interesting about the 18" Alpha Thin and Medium Swiss
Crashes is that almost all drummers and percussionist that have tried
them really love this cymbal. In a relatively short time, the Swiss Crash
has become a much appreciated instrument for so many drummers
and percussionists. Whether you are using it exclusively as an effects
piece or as a primary crash, this visually stunning cymbal is one that
everyone needs to review.

The Swiss Crashes look and sound like no other cymbal available
today. They are very exotic, trashy, warm, and responsive. Both are
extremely explosive in attack and while the Thin decays rather quickly
the Medium hangs on a bit longer making it very suitable for noisy
crash riding at higher volumes. Mike Ambrose (Set Your Goals) adds
to the description, «Keeping on with the Alpha line's reputation for
durability without sonic sacrifice, the aptly named Paiste Alpha Swiss
Crash is the perfect accent cymbal in my mind. It's capable of being
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played on its own and also adds a frosty bite when paired with other
Alpha cymbals.» First call Los Angeles studio percussionist Brad Dutz
testifies, «The Swiss Crash has now become an essential sound in my
cymbal bag on every gig. As a hand percussionist I can use it with my
fingers as well as brushes, sticks, or mallets for many effects. It is a
good thin ride, fast crash, and a quick suspended cymbal. It’s almost
gong-like in its response.»
Snoop Dogg’s drummer Carlos McSwain mentions that because of
the Swiss Crashes unique melodic tone, it’s become his primary crash
cymbal on his kit. «It’s one of the loudest and quietest cymbals I’ve
ever played….it’s both a dark and bright crash cymbal.»

cymbal set up with Slayer. The Swiss Crash is a great accent piece
with such a unique characteristic sound. When I recorded the latest
Philm record, I used a Cello Bow inside one of the holes as an effect.
It sounded incredible.»
Five artists in this article, all of whom play different musical genres,
talked about how much they enjoy playing the Swiss Crash and what
it does for them musically. There are many other artists using this
cymbal. From the thunderous drum solos by Tommy Aldridge to the
hypnotic grooves of Derrick Wright, Alpha Swiss Crashes thrive in
almost every musical setting possible. Don’t you think you owe it to
yourself to check one of these cymbals out? We do.

As you can see from the main image above, Dave Lombardo is no
stranger to the Swiss Crash. «It adds a completely new sound to my
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alpha series ARTISTS

jeremy spencer (us)
# five finger death punch
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Steve asheim (us)
# deicide

ryan folden (us)
# toy

cote foncea (cl)
# lucybell

JOb (FR)
# TAGADA JONES

adam kronshagen (us)
# icon for hire

marko atso (ee)
# metsatöll

lux (US)
# NEKROMANTIX

Elias mallin (us)
# ke$ha

aaron mcveigh (us)
# foxy shazam

Orfeas (GR)
# Suicidal angels

art banura (Us)
# murder death kill

alex nazarchuk (ru)
# tracktor bowl

angelo parente (us)
# motionless in white

janne parviainen (fi)
# ensiferum

robb reiner (ca)
# anvil

oliver beaudoin (CA)
# neuraxis

justin benner (us)
# hawk nelson

peter carstens (de)
# turbostaat

ben carter (uk)
# evile

brad roberts (us)
# gwar

niki skistimas (US)
# KRASHKARMA

samu ruotsalainen (fi)
# finntroll

mike snyder (us)
# bad axis

john clardy (us)
# tera melos

dale crover (us)
# the melvins

ed dutton (uk)
# rolo tomassi

richard evensand (au)
# toehider

steven spence (us)
# black tide

daniil svetlov (ru)
# amatory

coady willis (us)
# the melvins

dave witte (us)
# municipal waste
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Sound Fusion of
Quality and Value

PST 5 & PST 3 Series

The fusion of Swiss cymbal sound know-how with German
hi-tech expertise. PST cymbals represent a breakthrough
combination of quality and value, and convince with
superior sound and appearance.
cRASH
Energetic, full and focused. Even, balanced
feel. Multi-purpose cymbal with fast, powerful
crash and soft, mellow ride qualities.

FACTS

cHINA
Medium bright, full, slightly raw and
dark. Explosive, breathy, shattering
crash, fairly bright and trashy. Very
powerful, energetic china with wide
musical application.

pST 5

Since: 2005
Alloy: CuSn8 Bronze
Applications: All volume settings • Live playing •
Entire range of music styles
Sound: Bright, clean, full, focused, cutting and
energetic with full functional and musical characteristics.

RIDE

 Medium Ride 20"
 Rock Ride 20"/22"

rOCK RIDE
Bright, full, cutting. Clear and focused. Glassy ping over constant,
massive wash. Very controllable ride with good responsive feel,
well suited for higher volume musical settings.

CRASH

 Thin Crash 14"/16"/18"
 Medium Crash 16"/17"/18"
 Rock Crash 16"/18"/19"
 Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT

 Medium Hats 13"/14"
 Rock Hats 14"

SPLASH

 Splash 8"/10"

CHINA
sPLASH
rOCK hI-HAT
Very energetic, cutting and
defined with good overall
responsive feel. Fairly wide range,
clean mix with a nice layer of
warmth. A very solid hi-hat for
all-purpose Rock settings.

Medium bright, clean, fast. Even, balanced feel. Explosive, fast
fading splash with a somewhat trashy character. Well suited for
fast accents.

 Mini China 14"
 China 16"/18"

SETS

Essential Set (13/18) & (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
Rock Set (14/16/20)
Universal Set (14/16/20)

pst 3

Since: 2005
Alloy: MS63 Brass
Applications: All volume settings • Live playing •
Entire range of music styles
Sound: Bright, clean, powerful with fundamental
functional and musical characteristics.

MEDIUM RIDE
Bright, full, warm. Even, balanced
feel. Clear ping over controlled,
clean wash. Versatile ride for a
wide range of musical application.

RIDE

 Ride 20"

CRASH

 Crash 14"/16"
 Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT

 Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SPLASH

 Splash 10"

CHINA

 China 18"

HI-HAT
Medium bright, clean, full. Even, balanced feel. Bright, full,
controlled open sound. Mellow, defined chick sound with a slight
hiss. All-purpose hi-hat with a good controllable overall feel.
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SETS

Essential Set (13/18) & (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
Universal Set (14/16/20)
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Interview by Rich Mangicaro
Photos by Robert Downs &
Neil Zlozower/Atlasicons.com

cLOSE-UP
Birthday: December 25th, 1972
Hometown: Long Beach / Orange County, CA
PLAYING SINCE: 8 years old
First Drumkit: Yamaha Recording Series
First Paiste Cymbals: Signature Series
Heroes: Alex Van Halen, Vinnie Colaiuta, Terry
Bozzio, Alan Myers, Steve Jordan, Jim Keltner
Hobbies: Music and my kids
Favorite Movie: Blue Velvet, Kill Bill, Sideways
Favorite Food: Sushi

It’s a never-ending balancing act, that’s for sure. Aside
from your busy recording schedule, do you have any
live work coming up?

Josh
freese

Yeah, in March. I’m pretty excited…I’ll be doing some shows with my
old friends in Sublime, both here in the States and in Australia. Let’s
see…I have some shows coming up with Weezer and in May, I’ve a
one-off with Sir Sting. There’s also some shows sprinkled in this year
with Devo and The Vandals.
Are there any recent sessions that you’ve done that
really stand out?
I just did some stuff with Danny Elfman for the Men In Black 3
soundtrack, which was fun ‘cause I’ve been such a fan of his for
so long. I get to read music, which I don’t get to do often and also,
every couple of bars there’s a tempo change, so it’s pretty interesting.
Definitely quite different from the Pop-Rock stuff I usually do.

For the past 15 years, one would be hard-pressed to turn on any
media device and not hear or see the incredible drum artistry of Josh
Freese. Arguably one of the most in-demand drummers in today’s
volatile music scene, Josh has the ideal blend of technique, groove,
conviction, time, power and creativity…a perfect circle if you will, of
the right ingredients of a great drummer of our time. And his credits
prove it. From The Vandals to Devo, Nine Inch Nails, A Perfect Circle,
Weezer to Chris Cornell, Guns ‘n Roses and Sting, Josh not only nails
it - he’s the foundation the house is built upon.
Some 10-plus years ago, while getting ready for a session, a set of
the Paiste Signature Series were set up at Josh’s cartage company
warehouse. Upon hearing them, there was no turning back…he fell in
love with them right away. His influence has inspired countless other
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drummers in today’s alt-rock music scene, to play the instruments he
plays. Josh Freese is the essence of the endorsement relationship…
and both parties couldn’t be happier.
Josh, with such a demanding, diverse schedule, the first
thing I wonder is how do you do all this – AND raise 4
kids, all under 11 years old?!
I’m tellin’ ya! Right now, I’m not doing long tours, so it’s nice to be
around with them. Thing is, when it’s their bedtime, I then have some
time to work in my studio but I’m exhausted too…I ain't as young as
I used to be! When I’m driving to a session or on tour, I realize that I
gotta go to work to relax! Kidding aside, it’s always a struggle – when
I’m home, I miss touring; when I’m on tour, I miss my family.
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Josh, with such a wide variety of styles required of you
in the studio, do you get to hear the material ahead of
time…or do you have a quick ‘n easy way of mapping out
the tune, in order to do your part efficiently?
You know, 90% of the time or more, I don’t hear the song until the
session date but most times, they know how I play and hire me for
what I do. If I do get the track ahead of time, I’ll often listen to it on the
way to the session and get the vibe. If not, we’ll listen together and I’ll
map out the tune, intro-how many bars, verse-how many bars, chorus,
etc. I’ll also write stuff like “snare fill into verse-8 bars” and so on. I
call it the dumb-drummer road map. Simple, but it works.
I’m sure you have some idea of the material you’ll be
working on, in order to know what gear to bring, yes?

Well, unless I’m specifically asked to bring something special or
unusual, I generally don’t bring a ton of stuff to a session. I’ll bring
maybe 3 snare drums, a bag of cymbals with 2 different rides and a
kit. I’m fortunate enough to have really good gear and work with great
engineers…also I do a lot of this so I basically know ahead of time
what will work.
You’ve been using the Signature Series for a long time
now. Have you experimented with any other Paiste lines
lately?
You know, for so long the Signatures just filled my needs but in the
past few years, I’ve also been diggin’ the Dark Energys, the Twenty
Series and also I really love the Giant Beats. They really got something
special…reminds me of the vibe I’ve heard on old recordings. You
know for me, it’s like buying music. If I hear a great song that blows
me away, the rest of the album could suck and I’d still be happy,
‘cause that one song is just IT for me. I’m happy. That’s the way I was
with the Signatures – I was so happy when I first began playing them,
that I really didn’t listen to the rest of the Paiste album. But now, I’m
enjoying hearing Paiste’s other stuff. I’m going out to Paiste Brea
soon, to hear the Twenty Masters Collection and I’m really excited to
finally check those out.

cymbal set (left to right)
14"
19"
21"
20"

Signature
Signature
Signature
Signature
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«Reflector» Heavy Full Hi-Hats
«Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
«Dark Energy» Ride Mk II
«Reflector» Heavy Full Crash
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HAND CYMBALS

Signature family series

Since: 1994
Signature Hand Cymbals are the result of years of painstaking research into classical percussion and diverse
contemporary hand cymbal performance environments.
Signature «Symphonic» models were created for classical symphonic music, using critical input from top
international symphonic percussionists.
Signature «Concert/Marching» models offer wider versatility for contemporary applications with a more
traditional sound.
Signature «Universal» models were developed for contemporary applications demanding energy and versatility
in Ensemble, Concert, Marching, and Drum Corps applications. Signature cymbals are entirely made by hand in
Switzerland using traditional methods that have remained unchanged in over half a century.

Alpha & PST series
Since: 2008
Alpha «Concert/Marching» models were designed for universal application, ranging from indoor Ensemble and
Concert to outdoor Marching and Drum Corps. Made entirely by hand in Switzerland, they deliver warmth, brilliance and
richness in sound, and professional quality for a comparatively modest investment.
PST 5 and PST 3 «Band» are designed for universal contemporary concert, band and marching applications. They feature
Paiste quality and consistency with proper sound and function, yet are affordable enough to fit any budget.
PST or Paiste Sound Technology cymbals are crafted utilizing the transfer of extensive Swiss-based know-how and
the essence of hand manufacturing principles into our modern, hi-tech production.

ALPHA

SYMPHONIC

16" | 18" | 20" CONCERT/MARCHING
Full-bodied, sparkling attack, with a silvery shimmering response,
rounded off by a wide and rich sparkling bouquet. Well balanced
spectrum from high to low, with a strong, meaty mid-range. Medium
long sustain. Smaller sizes work well in outdoor marching situations,
while larger sizes are recommended for indoor concert applications.

18" LIGHT
Medium bright, silvery, warm, with a light, airy crash. Light attack, very
responsive, with a beautiful, dark, shimmering fade.

20" MEDIUM LIGHT
Medium bright, full, warm, with a broad, sparkling crash. Big attack,
swelling response, with a long, flowing sustain.

18" MEDIUM
Bright, full, warm, brilliant, with a robust, fiery crash. Solid attack and
response, with a medium bright, full and sparkling sustain.

PST 5
14" | 16" | 18" BAND

CONCERT/MARCHING

Silvery attack, sensitive response. Well-rounded and clean mix of
overtones, resulting in a full-bodied bouquet with warm brilliance and
sparkle. Universally applicable indoors and outdoors, with sufficient quality
and function for more subtle ensemble and concert applications.

18" MEDIUM
Medium bright, full, sparkling with a strong, brilliant crash. Bright
attack, with a well balanced blend of high and low overtones, and
an even, fairly short sustain.

16" | 18" MEDIUM HEAVY
Bright, full, brilliant, with robust, fiery crash. Silvery attack, with a
full spectrum of overtones from high to low, and a medium long
sustain.

PST 3
14" | 16" BAND
Clear, defined attack. Well balanced
mix of overtones. Medium sustain.
Easy to handle and very responsive.

UNIVERSAL
16" | 18" MEDIUM HEAVY
Bright, solid, full, brilliant with a
strong, bright, sparkling crash. Silvery
attack, with a well balanced spectrum
from low overtones to brilliant highs,
and a medium long sustain.

Gordon Gottlieb (us)
# ny studios
«For around 25 years recording engineers have
actually thanked me after recording with Paiste hand
cymbals. It is for them as it is for me…they are direct,
they have a wide tonal & color spectrum, and they
are extremely versatile. And of course, they record
beautifully.»
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lynn vartan (us)
# head of percussion,
univ. of southern
utah
«The Symphonics are so
immediate to the touch and
they respond to what my
hands want them to do. All
of them have a brilliance
& shimmering character
that really carries through a
Concert Hall.»

Bill hayes (us)
# broadway musicals

«The first thing I look for in a pair of cymbals is
the ability to crash easily at low volume. My Paiste
Symphonics give me a consistently brilliant crash at
any volume. There's a slight darkness to the tone that
makes for a beautiful blend with strings, while the
brilliance can still brighten up a brass chord. They are
tremendously versatile cymbals.»
www. Pa i s t e. c o m • Q u a l i t y C r a f t e d C y m ba l s
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CAREFULNESS

german gong production

In the beginning, every Paiste Gong starts off as a flat sheet of metal with no characteristic sound. The gong
maker marks the edge, tuning area and center to define the main sections of the gong. In order for the shaping to
occur, the gong maker must fire the edge and center of the sheet at the right temperature. «Tempering too long
or too less affects the sound character of the gong in a negative way», explains gong maker Sven Meier. «Such
a wrong treatment would prevent any chance of making the gong.»

STRENGTH

Hammering the edge does not only define its shape but also disposes an even tension in the gong. Several
hammering techniques are necessary and the work is physically demanding. «To model an 80" gong, the gong
maker beats the edge at utmost power with a 7 kg hammer (15.5 lbs), using both hands», describes Ferdinand
Petersen. «And to fix the tension, we will hit the gong more than a hundred times with an 8 kg hammer (17.65
lbs). This pushes every gong maker to his physical performance limit.»

SENSITIVITY

By hammering the tuning rounds, the craftsman defines the sound character of the gong. Depending on the size
and model (Symphonic, Sound Creation or Planet Gong) a multiplicity of well-directed hammering marks need
to be placed. «On one hand a lot of power is required to isolate the tuning area from the edge by hammering the
first turning round», comments Sven Meier. «On the other hand you have to proceed extremely sensitive, when
emerging the sound character by fading turning rounds.»

ACCURACY

Using a shaped steel with a sharp blade, the gong makers scrape the tuning area of the gong. This refines the
acoustic pattern and transforms the look to it’s recognizable Paiste Gong appearance. «Each gong maker uses
his very own scraping steel, and only he can work accurately with it», says Ferdinand Petersen. With firm grip
and high pressure the craftsmen draw the lines, and Ferdinand explains the consequences of a mistake: «If your
steel slips while scraping the center, the gong is damaged by this single mistake and all the previous work done
to this instrument has become useless.»

PERFECTION

After printing the gong with the Paiste logo or the planet symbol for the Planet Gongs, the surface is conserved
with a layer of wax. With meticulous and careful hammering the gong maker finishes the sound character of
the gong. Planet Gongs are tuned to their defined frequency. The final tuning of a gong is particularly difficult
and has to be repeated often until the desired sound is achieved. The entire team tests the finished gong and
judges on the sound quality. If it doesn't fulfill the Paiste quality criteria, a well-experienced gong maker repeats
the procedure of fine tuning. Although all finished gongs are compared to a master, each finished gong is an
individual musical instrument.

INDIVIDUALITY &
PERFECTION
The sound and energy of a gong is created through the skillful craft of the gong maker and guided by his intuitive
conception of sound. He works the alloy until the desired sound becomes alive and a reality for everyone to
experience and enjoy. Their physical beauty, mysterious sound, and sacred energy is what sets this ancient
instrument apart from any other instrument in the world.

Edge Hammering
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Hammering Tuning Rounds
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Surface Scraping

Stamping Trademark

Wax Applying

The Master's Tools

Our Gong Smiths
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paiste gongs

Sound
Creation
Gongs

Each Sound Creation Gong has its own
extraordinary and particular sound character.
Their impressive, charismatic sound embodies
a wealth of exemplary emotional sensations and
feelings. Due to their varied sound colors and
voices, these instruments also offer a wide range
of harmonics and frequencies.

Symphonic
Gongs

Symphonic Gongs feature a harmonic and
universal sound structure. The fundamental
note of the gong is balanced with the
instrument’s complex overtones. A good
starting point for a gong collection, the
Symphonic contains even proportions of
various gong characteristics, which can be
brought forth using different mallets and
striking points.

Available as: 26" No.3 Earth | 32" No.3A Earth
| 38" No.3B Earth | 60" No.3C Earth | 11" No.8
Chakra Head | 14" No.9 Chakra Chest
| 16" No.10 Chakra Abdomen

Available in: 20" | 22" | 24" | 26" | 28" | 30"
| 32" | 34" | 36" | 38" | 40" | 50" | 60"
| 60" Mikrophonie | 80"
Available in BRILLIANT FINISH:
20" | 22" | 24" | 26" | 28" | 30"
| 32" | 34" | 36" | 38"

Planet
Gongs

Accent Gongs
Accent Gongs are special gongs with an aggressive,
foaming, and lively sound character. A multitude of sounds
may be achieved with various playing techniques.
Available in: 7" | 10" | 13" | 22"

Planet Gongs resemble Symphonic Gongs in
character, but feature a strong fundamental note
tuned to represent a natural harmonic series
based on the orbital properties of the Sun, the
Earth, the Moon and the other planets. Planet
Gongs resonate harmonically with the cycles of
the solar system, communicating to us what has
been known since antiquity as the «music of the
spheres».
Available as: 38" C#2 Earth | 38" B1 Sun | 36"
C2# Pluto | 32" C#2 Mercury | 32" D2 Mars | 32"
D2 Saturn | 30" F2 Platonic Year | 28" F#2 Jupiter
| 28" G2 Sidereal Day | 24" A2 Venus | 24" G#2
Uranus | 24" G#2 Neptune | 24" G#2 Synodic Year
| 24" A#2 Sidereal Moon | 32" D#2 Chiron | 32" E2
Niburu | 38" C2 Sedna

Deco Gongs
Essentially, the Deco is a miniature Symphonic Gong. The instrument
produces a fascinating and wonderfully exotic sound. True gongs with
complex harmonics, they make a unique and decorative addition to your
personal or musical environment.
Available in: 7" | 10" | 13" (also as Set incl. Wall Hanger or Floor Stand)
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GET THE LATEST PAISTE FASHION IN OUR

ON THE WEB & app

LOGO GEAR ONLINE STORE

get all latest news about cymbals, artists and more

MY OWN CATALOG

CREATE YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED
PDF-CATALOG ON PAISTE.COM

ALL PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS IN

4 LANGUAGES - eSPAÑOL, DEUTSCH,
PORTUGUÊS & eNGLISH

Visit www.paiste.com or connect with other Paiste fans
and artists on our official social media platforms join The Paiste Nation.
• Latest Product & Artist News
• Detailed Product Information (Soundfiles, Texture Zoom, Descriptions)
• Compare Cymbal Sounds in the «Soundroom»
• Generate and print your own Paiste Brochure in «My Own Catalog»
• Check out the Paiste Artist Family (Photos, Set-ups, Bios, Videos)
• Subscribe to the Paiste Newsletter
• and more …

paiste iphone app v.2
get the updated paiste app.

MY OWN CATALOG

JOin
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ON TRACK «ARTIST PLAYLISTs»
PAISTE ARTISTS NAME THEIR three FAV TRACKS RECORDED BY OTHER PAISTE ARTISTS

STEFAN SCHWARZMANN (DE) # ACCEPT
Iron Maiden # Clive Burr – «Genghis Khan»
Rainbow # Cozy Powell – «Gates of Babylon»
Van Halen # Alex Van Halen – «China Town»

john moen (US) # the decemberists
Creedence Clearwater Revival # Doug Clifford – «Have You Ever Seen the Rain?»
«Doug is one of my top 5 drummers of all time! This song shows off his ability to give a tune
a laid back feel but keep the whole thing propellant; moving forward and deeply groovy!
Listen to those hats open up on the chorus! Simple and beautiful.»
Red Fang # John Sherman – «Painted Parade»
«The intro is killer! John plays SO hard and is very exciting to see live (I would hate to be his
kick pedal!)»
The Go-Go’s # Gina Schock – «We Got the Beat»
«This song has great drum parts which make the song, in my opinion. Gina also gave one of
my favorite Modern Drummer interviews of all time where-in she admitted that it's cool for a
rock song to speed up slightly. It gave me courage to play music for people in a spirited way
and not to be too concerned with perfection.»

jakob sinn (DE) # revolverheld
james rouse (US) # lauryn hill
John Mayer Trio # Steve Jordan – «Gravity»
«Steve’s playing on this track is great. From his placement of where he puts the crash
cymbal to the overall groove is just incredible.»
Tramaine Hawkins # Nathaniel Townsley – «I Never Lost My Praise»
«I really appreciate the way Nat approaches this song and how sensitive he is to it’s
nuances. His selection of space, what to play, and what not to play is perfect.»
Tobias Ralph – «Instructional DVD»
«Tobias’s validity & command over the drums is really something. There’s a section in the
DVD where he demonstrates his approach to Drum & Bass playing and it’s unbelievable…
he sounds like two drummers playing at once.»

JASON BOWLD (UK) # INDEPENDENT
Slayer # Dave Lombardo – «Silent Scream»
Tool # Danny Carey – «Ticks And Leeches»
Van Halen # Alex Van Halen – «Girl Gone Bad»

nick pierce (US) # unearth
Dimmu Borgir # Nick Barker – «Hybrid Stigmata-The Apostasy»
«Aside from the brilliant hi-hat and ride work that Nick harnessed in this track, his tasteful
fills and grooves blended seamlessly with the orchestral parts.»
Behemoth # Inferno – «Daimonos»
«Inferno utilized some of the best china work I've heard in metal on this track. It sounded
dark and piercing, creating a strange but perfect ambiance.»
Slayer # Paul Bostaph – «Exile»
«Slayer was the first show I ever went and saw. It was raw, aggressive, and Paul didn't hit
soft once the whole 2 hours. Blew my mind.»
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Rage Against The Machine # Brad Wilk – «Killing In The Name»
White Stripes # Meg White – «Seven Nation Army»
Supertramp # Bob Siebenberg – «Breakfast in America»

doane perry (US) # jethro tull
Bad News Travel Fast # André “Dédé” Ceccarelli – «Ordinary Man»
«Ceccarelli’s playing is marvelous on this entire album. Strong, imaginative groove, feels,
fills and fantastic touch – always complimenting the music. Check him out on anything!»
James Taylor and many others # Carlos Vega
«Carlos Vega combined a deep sense of groove, swinging chops but was never, ever a
showoff. His ability to subtly bring his considerable Latin and Jazz background into pop
music, making it sit so beautifully in the right place that your toes curled with tension waiting
for that next impeccably placed backbeat, was completely unique. One of a kind!»
Mahavishnu Orchestra # Narada Michael Walden – «Visions of the Emerald Beyond,
Eternity’s Breath Pt. 1 & 2»
«Raw passion and commitment leaping off the record. Out of the way! A young Narada
Michael Walden completely possessed by some otherworldly force, announces his presence
to the music world, playing some of the best fusion music ever created.»

Boris Lifshits (ru) # Bi-2
The Police # Stewart Copeland – «Roxanne»
AC/DC # Phil Rudd – «Back in Black»
U2 # Larry Mullen Jr. – «Discotheque»

leah shapiro (US) # black rebel motorcycle club

mario calire (US) # ozomatli

NIN # Josh Freese – «Beside You In Time» Live DVD
«This DVD lives on our tour bus and watching Josh play on this has been a bit of a preshow ritual of mine for some time. His energy and power blows me away and has helped
me get through anything from nerves, to jetlag and the flu.»
Blonde Redhead # Simone Pace – «23»
«Very creative and subtle drummer. On this particular track I love the repetitions and
slight variations and the hypnotic effect it has.»
The Ramones # Marky Ramone – «The KKK Took My Baby Away»
«Marky’s playing on this reminds me that sometimes keeping things simple is the best
way to get your point across in rock n’ roll.»

Lucinda Williams # Butch Norton – «Buttercup»
«Butch's wide and generous groove gives Lucinda space to do what she does so well, her
loose phrasing anchored by Butch's lovely pocket. Go see them live!»
The Thorns # Jim Keltner – «I Can't Remember»
«I told Jim after hearing this album that for me his drumming is more about the space in
between the notes than what he actually plays at times. Creating a sense of space and air is
something no one else does better than Jim. Selflessness exemplified.»
Deep Purple # Ian Paice – «Space Truckin'»
«Ian Paice may be the most overlooked/underrated drummer to come out of the classic rock
era and is a perfect example of the jazz influence that used to exist in rock drumming. Heavy,
devastating and yet it still swings. Paice is the man!»
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CYMBAL APPLICATION GUIDE
2012
Our cymbal application guide is a classification system that serves as a guideline in
selecting a particular Paiste cymbal for any
specific style of music that drummers or
percussionists play. Whether you play Hard
Rock or Jazz, our guide will help you select
the ideal Paiste cymbal for you. This system
serves as a guide to advise you on selecting
cymbals based on your preference of music
and it should not be considered a hard rule
for your cymbal selection process.

SIGNATURE «TRADITIONALS»
RIDE

 Light Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"

HI-HAT

 Medium Light Hi-Hat 14"

CHINA

 Medium Light Swish 20"/22"

TWENTY MASTERS
COLLECTION

SIGNATURE «REFLECTOR»

2002

ALPHA «BRILLIANT»

PST 8 «REFLECTOR»

RIDE

RIDE

RIDE

RIDE

 Refl. Bell Ride 20"/22"

RIDE










Medium Ride 20"/21"
Crisp Ride 22" NEW
Dark Ride 20"/22"
Dark Crash Ride 20"
Dark Crisp Ride 20"/22"
Dark Dry Ride 20"/21"
Sweet Ride 20"
Deep Ride 24"

CRASH

 Refl. Full Crash 16"/18"
 Refl. Heavy Full Crash
16"/17"/18"/19"/20"/22"

HI-HAT

 Refl. Heavy Full Hi-Hat 14"

SPLASH

 Refl. Splash 8"/10"

 Ride 20"/22"/24"
 Heavy Ride 20"/22"
 Power Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"
 Crash 14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/

 Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT

HI-HAT

 Medium 16"/18"/20"
 Power Crash
16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

Medium Hi-Hat 14"/15"
Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
Wild Hats 14"
Sound Edge Hi-Hat
13"/14"/15"

SPLASH

 Splash 8"/10"/11"/12"
 Wild Splash 10"

CHINA

 China Type 16"/18"/20"
 Novo China Type 18"/20"
 Wild China 15"/17"/19"

RIDE

 Light Dark Ride MK I 21"
 Dark Energy Ride MK I

TWENTY CUSTOM
COLLECTION

SIGNATURE

SPECIAL SOUNDS
 Accent Cymbal 4"/6"/8"
 Cup Chime 5"/5.5"/6"/6.5"/

RIDE






 Bell Chime 6"

RIDE

20"/21"/22"

 Full Ride 20"/22"
 Metal Ride 20"/22"

20"/21"/22"

CRASH

 Dark Energy Ride MK II

CRASH

 Dark Energy Crash MK I
16"/17"/18"/19"

HI-HAT

 Light Dark Hats MK I 14"
 Dark Energy Hats MK I
13"/14"

SPLASH

 Dark Energy Splash MK I
8"/10"

 Full Crash 16"/18"/20"
 Metal Crash 18"/19"/20"

Dry Crisp Ride 20"
Full Ride 20"
Dry Heavy Ride 21"
Blue Bell Ride 22"

 Full Hats 14"
 Metal Hats 14"/15"

CHINA

 Thin China 18"
 Metal China 18"

SPLASH

 Thin Splash 8"/10"
 Metal Splash 10"/12"

CHINA

 China 14"/16"/18"
 Rock China 18"

 Medium Crash 16"/18"
 Rock Crash 16"/17"/18"

HI-HAT

 Splash 6"/8"/10"/12"

CHINA

 Thin China 16"/18"
 Heavy China 18"

FORMULA 602
RIDE

 Medium Ride 20"
 Medium Flatride 20"

SPECIAL SOUNDS
 Flanger Bell 12"
 Mega Cup Chime 13"
 Cool Bell 8"

Thin Crash 16"/18"/20" NEW
Paperthin 16"/18" NEW

 Giant Beat 18"/20"/24"

HI-HAT

 Hi-Hat 14"/15"

 China 16"
 Rock China 18"
 Cajon Hats 12"
 Cajon Crash 16"

 Modern Amplified
Medium Volume

SETS
Rock Effects Pack (10/18)
Rock Set (14/16/20)
Universal Set (14/16/20)
Cajon Set (12/16)

RIDE

 Medium Ride 20"
 Rock Ride 20"/22"





Thin Crash 14"/16"/18"
Medium Crash 16"/17"/18"
Rock Crash 16"/18"/19"
Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT

 Medium Hats 13"/14"
 Rock Hats 14"

NEW

RIDE

 Boomer Ride 22"

RUDE
RIDE

CRASH

 Boomer Crash
16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

 Ride/Crash 20"
 Power Ride 20"
 Mega Power Ride 24"

HI-HAT

CRASH

 Boomer Splash 12"

 Thin Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
 Crash/Ride 16"/17"/18"/19"
 Wild Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"

HI-HAT

 Hi-Hat 14"
 Wild Hats 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
 Splash 10"

 Boomer Hats 14"

SPLASH
CHINA

 Boomer China 18"

SETS
Boomer Set (14/18/22 + FREE 12" SPLASH)

SPLASH

 Splash 8"/10"

PST 3
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Volume Level: soft to medium loud
Instrumentation: coexisting acoustic and
electric instruments, prominent wind &
brass instrumentation, expanded vocals
Rhythmic Articulation: expressive
articulation, entire range from simple to
complex rhythms
Music Styles: Early Rock&Roll, Fusion,
Jazz-Rock, Soul, R&B, Traditional Country,
Modern Latin, Reggae, Pop
 Modern Amplified
Higher Volume
Volume Level: medium to loud
Instrumentation: mostly electric
instruments, wind & brass instruments,
prominent vocals
Rhythmic Articulation: expressive
articulation, entire range from simple to
complex rhythms
Music Styles: Rock, Funk, Modern Country,
Alternative, Latin-oriented Rock Styles,
Pop-Rock, Wave, Gothic

CHINA

 Mini China 14"
 China 16"/18"

RIDE

 Ride 20"

CRASH

 Crash 14"/16"
 Crash/Ride 18"

HI-HAT

 Hi-Hat 13"/14"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18)
Essential Set (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
Rock Set (14/16/20)
Universal Set (14/16/20)

SPLASH

 Splash 10"

 Modern Amplified
Extreme Volume
Volume Level: loud to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by electric
guitars, prominent vocals, includes
keyboards & synthesizers
Rhythmic Articulation: powerful,
energetic rhythms and accents
Music Styles: Hard Rock, Metal, Punk,
Grunge, Heavy Rock, Metalcore, Crossover,
Prog-Rock

CHINA

 China 18"

SETS
Essential Set (13/18)
Essential Set (14/18)
Effects Pack (10/18)
Universal Set (14/16/20)

CHINA

 China 18"/20"
 Novo China 18"/20"
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 Traditional
Medium Volume

cajon

PST 5

ALPHA «BOOMER»

Volume Level: soft to medium low
Instrumentation: traditional acoustic
instruments
Rhythmic Articulation: subtle, sparse,
limited to general accents
Music Styles: Folk, Traditional Blues,
Early Jazz, Ethnic & Native Cultural Styles

Volume Level: soft to medium
Instrumentation: mostly acoustic
instruments, prominent wind & brass
instrumentation
Rhythmic Articulation: refined
articulation,
advanced syncopated rhythms
Music Styles: Big Band, Swing, Bebop,
Blues, Traditional Latin Styles

CRASH

SPLASH
Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
Medium Hi-Hat 14" NEW

MULTI

CHINA

 Power Crash

Medium Hi-Hat 14"
Dark Crisp Hi-Hat 13"/14"
Heavy Hi-Hat 14"
Sound Edge Hi-Hat 13"/14"

 Thin 18"/20" NEW

 Thin Splash 10"
 Rock Splash 10"

14"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20"






CRASH

SPLASH

 Full Crash

HI-HAT

GIANT BEAT

 Medium Hats 14"
 Rock Hats 14"
 Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"

 Mellow Crash 16"/18"
 Fast Crash

SPLASH




Medium Hats 13"/14"
Rock Hats 14"/15"
Sound Edge Hi-Hat 14"
Metal Edge Hats 14"

CRASH

7"/7.5"/8"

16"/17"/18"/19"/20"

 Thin Splash 10"
 Metal Splash 10"

HI-HAT

Thin Crash 14"/16"/17"/18"
Medium Crash 14"/16"/18"
Rock Crash 16"/17"/18"/19"/20"
Metal Crash 17"/18"/19"/20"
Thin Swiss Crash 18"
Medium Swiss Crash 18"

 Medium Ride 20"
 Rock Ride 20"/22"

CRASH

SPLASH









Full Ride 20"
Groove Ride 21"
Rock Ride 20"/22"/24"
Metal Ride 20"

14"/15"/16"/17"/18"

HI-HAT

CRASH

CRASH








20"/22"/24"






SIGNATURE «DARK ENERGY»






NEW

 Acoustic
Low Volume
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 Modern Amplified
Electronic
Volume Level: medium to very loud
Instrumentation: dominated by
synthesizers and sampling, electronic
percussion
Rhythmic Articulation: repetitive rhythms,
complex, layered figures
Music Styles: Drum&Bass, Techno,
Trance, House, Dance
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